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I. PERSONS INVOLVED/CONTACTED 

Subject Officers

Per the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD), a subject officer is defined as an
officer or supervisor who participated in, directed, or influenced the application of the use of 
force. 

Name: Sergeant Ryan Fryman, P# 9799
Date of hire: /2007 
Area of assignment: Organizational Development Bureau (ODB)/

Firearms Training and Tactics Unit (FTTU)
Squad:
Call sign:
Vehicle: Personally owned vehicle 
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Statement given to FIT: No
Weapon

Make: Glock
Model: 17 MOS
Caliber: 9mm
Serial number:

Name: Officer Daniel Emerton, P# 9358
Date of hire: /2006 
Area of assignment: ODB/FTTU
Squad:
Call sign:  (used sergeant call sign while assigned to protests)
Vehicle: 9782
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Statement given to FIT: No
Weapon

Make: New Frontier Armory
Model: G15
Caliber: .223
Serial number:
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Name: Officer Vernon Ferguson, P# 9353
Date of hire: /2006 
Area of assignment: ODB/FTTU
Squad:
Call sign:  (used sergeant call sign while assigned to protests)
Vehicle: OD17013
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Statement given to FIT: No
Weapon

Make: Glock
Model: 34 MOS
Caliber: 9mm
Serial number:

Name: Officer Andrew Locher, P# 4880
Date of hire: /1995 
Area of assignment: ODB/FTTU
Squad:
Call sign:  (used sergeant call sign while assigned to protests)
Vehicle: 9782
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Statement given to FIT: No
Weapon

Make: Colt
Model: AR-15
Caliber: .223
Serial number:
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Witness Officers

Per LVMPD, a witness officer is an officer or supervisor who did not participate in or directly 
influence the application of the use of force. 

Name: Officer Sean Beck, P# 6275
Date of hire: /1999
Area of assignment: ODB/FTTU
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours: 00 hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Officer Kurt Borggard, P# 16730
Date of hire: /2017
Area of assignment: Convention Center Area Command (CCAC)
Squad:
Call sign:  (used sergeant call sign while assigned to protests)
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Officer Eric Carlson, P# 7208
Date of hire: 2001
Area of assignment: ODB/Academy
Squad:
Call sign:
Vehicle: 10985
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Officer Garrett Connell, P# 15038
Date of hire: /2014
Area of assignment: CCAC
Squad:
Call sign:  (used sergeant call sign while assigned to protests)
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview
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Name: Officer Aaron Contreras, P# 12971
Date of hire: /2007
Area of assignment: ODB/FTTU
Squad:
Call sign:
Vehicle: 12971
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Inspector Huan Degunya, P# P975
Date of hire: 2012
Agency: Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
Area of assignment: Federal Protective Services (FPS)
Call sign:
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Detective Boe Dennett, P# 12944
Date of hire: /2007
Area of assignment: Theft Crimes Bureau (TCB)/Commercial Robbery Section
Squad:
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Officer Pete Friday, P# 6039
Date of hire: 1998
Area of assignment: ODB/FTTU
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours:
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Officer Luis Jacobo, P# 17676
Date of hire: /2018
Area of assignment: Downtown Area Command (DTAC)
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview
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Name: Officer Jeramie Johnson, P# 16004
Date of hire: /2016
Area of assignment: CCAC
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Officer Russell Laws, P# 5835
Date of hire: /1998
Area of assignment: ODB/FTTU
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours: 0 hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Officer Michael Lee, P# 9674
Date of hire: /2006
Area of assignment: ODB/Academy 
Squad:
Call sign:
Vehicle: 10985
Shift hours:  hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 

Name: Officer Jason Luoto, P# 17324
Date of hire: /2018
Area of assignment: CCAC
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Officer David Martel, P# 5816
Date of hire: /1998
Area of assignment: Southern Nevada Counter Terrorism Center (SNCTC)/

Technical Analytical Section (TAS)
Squad:
Call sign:
Vehicle: 19512
Shift hours:  hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview
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Name: Officer Michael Mendez, P# 13959
Date of hire: /2009
Area of assignment: ODB/Academy Staff
Squad:
Call sign:
Vehicle: 10985
Shift hours:
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 

Name: Officer Mitchell Neddo, P# 14908
Date of hire: /2014
Area of assignment: CCAC
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Officer Shean Oniate, P# 17352
Date of hire: /2018
Area of assignment: CCAC
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview

Name: Officer Steven Oscar, P# 14325
Date of hire: /2010
Area of assignment: SNCTC/TAS
Squad:
Call sign:
Vehicle: 9884
Shift hours: 0 hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 

Name: Officer Jesus Perez, P# 17579
Date of hire: /2018
Area of assignment: CCAC
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview
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Name: Detective Colin Snyder, P# 15767
Date of hire: /2016
Area of assignment: TCB/Commercial Robbery Section
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours: 00 hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 

Name: Detective John Squeo, P# 14878
Date of hire: /2014
Area of assignment: TCB/Commercial Robbery Section
Squad:
Call sign:
Vehicle: 4743
Shift hours:  hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 

Name: Officer Gregory Stevens, P# 13907
Date of hire: /2009
Area of assignment: ODB/FTTU
Squad:
Call sign:
Vehicle: 17013
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 

Name: Officer Nicholas Sylvia, P# 11524
Date of hire: /2010
Area of assignment: ODB/Academy Staff
Squad:
Call sign:
Vehicle: 10985
Shift hours:
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 

Name: Officer Jimmy Velasco, P# 17249
Date of hire: /2018
Area of assignment: CCAC
Squad:
Call sign:
Shift hours: hours
Days off:
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview
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Suspect/Decedent

Name: Jorge Antonio Gomez
DOB: /1995
SSN:
ID number:
Race: Hispanic
Height/Weight: 6’0”/180 pounds
Hair/Eyes: Brown/Brown
Address:

Las Vegas, NV 89122

Weapons
Make: Glock
Model: 23 Gen4
Caliber: .40

           Serial number:

Make: Glock
Model: 19 Gen4
Caliber: 9mm

           Serial number:

Make: Glock
Model: 17 Gen4
Caliber: 9mm
Serial number:

Vehicle
Year: 2005
Make & model: Chevrolet Avalanche
Vehicle ID number (VIN):
Registered owner: Jorge Gomez III
Address:

Las Vegas, NV 89122

Criminal charges/offenses: Assault with Deadly Weapon on Protected Person
Assembling to Disturb Peace or to Commit Unlawful Acts
Carry Concealed Weapon
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II. ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL 
 
The following persons responded to the primary and/or secondary incident scene(s), however, 
were not documented on the LVMPD unit or briefing logs.   
 
Clark County Office of the Coroner/Medical Examiner (CCOCME) Personnel 
1) Investigator Tiffany Brown 
 

CCOCME case: 20-03023 
Time & date of death:   2347 hours on June 1, 2020  
  (Pronounced by Doctor Streit at University Medical Center)  
Seal:  841937  

 
Davis Funeral Home  
 
Collective Bargaining Association Personnel 
  

Las Vegas Police Managers and Supervisors Association (LVPMSA) 
1) Attorney Dan Coe 
2) Representative William Huddler, P# 7789 
3) Representative Troyce Krumme, P# 7167 

 
Las Vegas Police Protective Association (LVPPA) 
1) Representative John Abel, P# 9835 
2) Attorney Adam Gill 
3) Representative Brian Grammas, P# 5085 
4) Representative Steve Grammas, P# 6090 
5) Representative Myron Hamm, P# 6675 
6) Representative Chad Lyman, P# 8262 
7) Representative Scott Nicholas, P# 6676 
 
Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) 
1) Attorney Peter Angulo 

 
Clark County District Attorney’s Office Personnel  
1) Assistant District Attorney Robert Daskas 
2) Chief Deputy District Attorney Erika Mendoza 
 
Medical Personnel 
 

Las Vegas Fire & Rescue – Rescue 301  
1) A. Barcena 
2) D. Mingarelli 

 
Police Employee Assistance Program (PEAP) Personnel 
1) Manager William Gibbs, P# 7553  
2) Peer Counselor Michael Springer, P# 6278 
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III. INCIDENT TIMELINE 
 
The below timeline is a reconstruction of events which transpired on Monday, June 1, 2020, in 
relation to the fatal officer-involved shooting (OIS) that occurred outside of the Lloyd D. George 
United States (U.S.) Courthouse located at 333 Las Vegas Boulevard S.  

 
Time  

(hours) Description of Event/Action Source 
2250 Jorge Gomez (Gomez) was captured on North Las 

Vegas Police Department (NLVPD) body worn camera 
(BWC) at Las Vegas Boulevard and Fremont Street. 

NLVPD BWC 

2255 NLVPD officers ordered protestors to clear the 
roadway and move south on Las Vegas Boulevard. 

NLVPD BWC 

2300 Pepper balls were deployed, and the crowd moved 
south on Las Vegas Boulevard.  

NLVPD BWC 

2319 Officer down (LVMPD) was broadcast. LVMPD Computer Aided 
Dispatch (CAD) 

2320  Gomez appeared on camera near the Lloyd D. George 
U.S. Courthouse.   

The D Las Vegas Hotel & 
Casino video surveillance  

2321 Officers approached Gomez, who ran north. Low 
lethality bean bag rounds were discharged toward 
him. 

Crime Tower10, Camera1 
video surveillance  

2322:15 Shots fired was broadcast. LVMPD radio traffic 
2322:22 Medical personnel were requested to 333 Las Vegas 

Boulevard S.  
LVMPD radio Traffic 

 
IV. INCIDENT BRIEFING 
 
Upon arrival of investigators, Sergeant Jeremiah Ballejos, P# 8406, conducted a briefing. The 
following persons were present: 
 
1) Assistant Sheriff Chris Jones, P# 4531 
2) Deputy Chief Kelly McMahill, P# 5307 
3) Captain Nichole Splinter, P# 6990 
4) Lieutenant Michael Gennaro, P# 5611 
5) Lieutenant Peter Kisfalvi, P# 4584 
6) Lieutenant Erik Lloyd, P# 3955 
7) Sergeant Michele Iacullo, P# 7857 
8) Sergeant Shawn Smaka, P# 6098 
9) Detective Trever Alsup, P# 5782 
10) Detective Eugenio Basilotta, P# 8447 
11) Detective Marc Colon, P# 7585 
12) Detective James Downing, P# 12937 
13) Detective Michael Gomez, P# 7583 
14) Detective Roberto Henderson, P# 4556  
15) Detective Jason Leavitt, P# 5814 
16) Detective Scott Mendoza, P# 6878  
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17) Detective Blake Penny, P# 6042 
18) Detective Paul Quinteros, P# 9055 
19) Detective Kashif Summers, P# 14109 
20) Detective Andrew Ubbens, P# 13119 
21) Detective Gregory Watkins, P# 5471 
22) Crime Scene Investigations (CSI) Director Randal McLaughlin, P# 4170 
23) Crime Scene Analyst (CSA) Supervisor Olivia Minello, P# 13177 
24) Senior CSA (SCSA) Lara Alexander, P# 15376 
25) SCSA Heather Ubbens, P# 14792 
26) CSA Ivanneth Beltran, P# 16985 
27) CSA Maeleen Morrison, P# 16191 
28) CSA Radson Muradpejohi, P# 16467 
29) CSA Lindsey Taylor, P# 17502 
30) DHS Inspector Huan Degunya, P# P975 
31) DHS Inspector Clide Hinds, P# 9V102 
32) United States Marshal Service (USMS) Deputy U.S. Marshal Nathan Powell, P# 125 
 
Following the briefing Detective Leavitt was assigned as the lead case agent. Detective Penny 
was tasked with the responsibility of documenting the crime scene with the following CSI 
personnel:  
 
1) CSA Supervisor Minello 
2) SCSA Caitlin King, P# 14372 
3) CSA Morrison 
4) CSA Beltran 
5) CSA Taylor 
6) CSA Muradpejohi 
7) CSA Anna Kennedy, P# 17259 
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V. SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT AND INVESTIGATION  
 
Scene Overview 
 

 
Above: Aerial overview of the OIS location.   
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Above: Southbound view of the crime scene at Las Vegas Boulevard at Bridger Avenue following the OIS.  
 
Investigative Summary  
 
On June 1, 2020, LVMPD officers from various bureaus and sections were deployed to the 
downtown corridor to monitor crowds and protests. Protests had formed nationwide after the 
death of George Floyd in Minneapolis, Minnesota, which occurred while being taken into custody 
by officers with the Minneapolis Police Department. The crowd of protesters moved around the 
downtown area. Jorge Gomez was a participant in the protests and was observed open carrying 
a rifle on a sling and had a holstered pistol on his hip. Gomez walked with other individuals who 
were protesting the death of George Floyd. Gomez was observed and video recorded by citizens 
who then posted to social media as they documented his open carry status. At approximately 
2314 hours, a dispersal order was given several times over a police public address system 
warning the people in the downtown area to disperse or they would be subject to arrest.  Most 
of the crowd dispersed after pepper balls and low lethality bean bag projectiles were deployed. 
The crowd went in various directions as they left the area.  
 
LVMPD officers and U.S. federal marshals were staged on and around the north side front stairs 
of the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse located at 333 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Officers had 
been stationed at the courthouse due to the destruction of property which had occurred during 
the protests the previous night. Once the dispersal order had been given most protesters vacated 
the area, however, a few remained, and officers were taking those individuals into custody. 
 
Detective Squeo, who was assigned to the protests, observed Gomez remain in the area despite 
the dispersal order. Gomez walked south on the sidewalk of Las Vegas Boulevard toward the 
north stairs of the courthouse. Officers verbally challenged Gomez and gave him additional 
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direction to vacate the area. Gomez slowed the pace in which he walked, and several officers 
moved toward Gomez to arrest him. Detective Squeo observed a dark object in Gomez’ hand 
and believed it was a baseball bat. Detective Squeo believed Gomez was going to strike the 
arresting officers with the bat, and he fired four to five low lethality bean bag shotgun rounds at 
Gomez, striking him in the torso. 

Gomez turned and ran north from the courthouse steps, tripped, and fell to the ground. Gomez 
dropped a handgun, which he retrieved as he got back to his feet and continued to run with his 
rifle in his hands. As Gomez was running, he turned and raised the rifle toward officers who had 
arrived in the area and were posted west of Gomez. The officers discharged their firearms, 
striking Gomez, which caused him to fall to the ground.

Officers provided medical assistance to Gomez prior to him being transported to University 
Medical Center (UMC) Trauma Center where he succumbed to his injuries. LVMPD Force 
Investigation Team (FIT) detectives responded to the scene and initiated an investigation. 

During the investigation, the following was learned:

Clark County Office of the Coroner/Medical Examiner (CCOCME) Investigator Brown responded
to UMC Trauma Center as well as the OIS scene and identified Jorge Luis Gomez III as being 
Gomez’ father. Investigator Brown contacted Gomez III and notified him of Gomez’ death. Brown 
stated to detectives that Gomez III believed his son had become “radicalized” in the Black Lives 
Matter (BLM) movement and that is why he was protesting. Sergeant Iacullo contacted Gomez 
III via telephone; the conversation was not audio or video recorded. Gomez III told Sergeant 
Iacullo that he blamed BLM for his son’s death, not LVMPD. He told Sergeant Iacullo that his 
son was recruited by BLM while he was living in Oregon, and they were paying him to protest. 
Gomez III stated his son had moved back to Las Vegas around the time of COVID lockdowns 
(possibly March 2020) and that his son was living with him at 
Las Vegas, NV 89122. Gomez III confirmed the weapons located at the OIS scene were his and 
he was unaware his son had taken them, but confirmed his son had access to them at the 
residence. Gomez III stated to Sergeant Iacullo that his son had dropped him off at work and 
then used his (Gomez III) Chevrolet Avalanche truck to get to the protests. Following the OIS, 
Gomez III was unaware of where his truck was located. With the vehicle outstanding, detectives 
sent an attempt to locate (ATL) to officers to locate the vehicle. 

Prior to the OIS, a separate shooting had taken place on Las Vegas Boulevard near the Circus 
Circus Las Vegas Hotel, Casino & Theme Park (Circus Circus) in which an LVMPD officer had 
been shot. With information from Gomez III believing his son had been paid to protest, there was 
a belief the two incidents may have been connected and part of a coordinated effort. Expanded 
searches were conducted to identify Gomez during previous night’s protests for any possible co-
conspirators that may have been looking to cause further unrest or violence. 

Open source social media searches were conducted, and a Facebook account for Jorge Gomez 
was located. The profile picture on the account appeared to be the same Jorge Gomez 
associated with the OIS. The profile picture had been updated on May 29, 2020 at 1901 hours. 
One of Gomez’ liked pages was the group “Anonymous” which is known for having an anti-
government ideology. In the few days prior to the incident, Gomez’ posts were mostly against 
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President Trump, the protests in the United States, and numerous posts centered around 
perceived grievances against law enforcement; several were posts made by others that he 
shared on his page. There was an exchange of conversation on this social media post with 
commenters in which Gomez appeared to challenge a person with the screen name of “Wiley.” 
Gomez wanted to meet him in person, possibly to fight. Gomez stated in the comment thread 
that he never did time because, “I beat my cases.” One of the posts made on the page by Gomez 
stated, “Be ready for war. Do not cower in the face of revolution,” which had been posted on 
June 1, 2020 at 1901 hours, which was shortly before the OIS. 

Gomez’ cell phone was searched and a text conversation was found between Gomez and his 
father that had occurred on June 1, 2020 at 16:30:11 hours. In the text conversation, which had 
been about racial issues in the country, Gomez III texted his son, “Pa, just because I don’t agree 
with the way you’re approaching this doesn’t mean that I’m racist, don’t love you or don’t care. I 
agree with the whole protest and the government needs to be hold [sic] accountable but not with 
violence. Sorry I respect your opinion and views and I hope you can respect my opinion it’s just 
different.” For further details regarding the social media posts, refer to the Counter Terrorism 
report labeled Appendix A.

A search warrant was obtained for , Las Vegas, NV 89122. 
Detectives believed that Gomez may have recorded his ideology and motivation behind wanting 
to commit violence during the protests regarding the death of George Floyd. It was also believed 
that if Gomez had been paid by BLM, the materials, directions, and financial transaction 
statements may have been in the residence, along with further evidence of his motivation, 
ideology, planning or research, and the identities of other similarly ideological individuals. The 
warrant was served on June 5, 2020 at 1628 hours. Several items, to include digital storage 
devices and firearms related materials, such as magazines and ammunition, were impounded 
during the execution of the warrant. 

The Chevrolet Avalanche which had been driven by Gomez was located by a uniformed LVMPD 
patrol officer on June 6, 2020 at approximately 0100 hours, at the Gonzalez & Flores Law Firm 
located at 879 N. Eastern Avenue, Las Vegas, NV 89101. The law firm had been retained by 
the Gomez family prior to officers locating the vehicle. A telephonic search warrant was obtained 
for the vehicle, and a cell phone and aftermarket dash camera were recovered and impounded. 
A search warrant was obtained for the surveillance footage from the parking lot of Gonzalez & 
Flores Law Firm, and in a coordinated effort with the Clark County District Attorney’s Office and 
LVMPD Office of General Counsel, was served on June 7, 2020. Prior to retrieving the 
surveillance footage, attorney Rodolfo Gonzalez was asked if he knew how the vehicle came to 
be on his property, and he claimed he did not know.  Although Gonzalez stated he was unaware 
how the vehicle arrived on his property, he was able to correctly estimate the time of its arrival 
based upon surveillance video.  Upon retrieving the footage, detectives observed a tow truck 
drop the vehicle in the law firm parking lot on Friday, June 5, 2020 at approximately 1400 hours.  
During that time FIT and Counter Terrorism (CT) detectives were executing the search warrant 
at . The footage also depicted two law firm employees, one of 
whom is presumed to be Flores, opening all the doors of the vehicle and looking through it.  
Shortly thereafter, Gomez’ father arrived and removed a garment bag from the vehicle and left.  
The vehicle remained unattended until patrol officers discovered it later that evening. Detectives 
learned that Avila’s Towing had been contacted by a representative from Gonzalez & Flores Law 
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Firm to have the vehicle towed from the area of 4th Street and Lewis Avenue to their parking lot. 
A parking citation had been issued to the vehicle on June 5, 2020 at 0959 hours by the City of 
Las Vegas Parking Services. For full details of the search warrant and video reference the 
vehicle driven by Gomez, refer to the Counter Terrorism report labeled Appendix A. 
 
Detectives worked to backtrack Gomez’ movements prior to the OIS. LVMPD Fusion Watch had 
cameras that monitored Las Vegas Boulevard and captured video on May 29, 2020, at 
approximately 2230 hours, of a person who appeared to be Gomez. The person believed to be 
Gomez was seen during the protests on Las Vegas Boulevard in an open carry manner. As the 
person walked on Las Vegas Boulevard, he appeared to be in the same clothing worn by Gomez 
during the OIS, wore a handgun in a holster, and carried a long rifle similar to the one located at 
the time of the OIS, though it did not appear to be the same weapon. The weapon seen in the 
video appeared to be an AR style rifle with a narrowed barrel, which was and not the same as 
the Glock carbine conversion Gomez carried at the time of the OIS. Gomez passed LVMPD 
officers while in the open carry fashion without concerns or interaction with them. For a detailed 
description of Gomez’ actions during this period, refer to the THIRD-PARTY VIDEO AND 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE section of the report. 
 
Gomez was located on several LVMPD officers’ BWC during the evening of June 1, 2020. The 
protests that occurred in the downtown corridor moved throughout the area during the night. 
Gomez was first seen on BWC while uniformed LVMPD officers responded to a medical call 
reference a female having seizures. While officers gave assistance to the female and waited for 
medical personnel, Gomez walked through the area of officers who were with the female. Gomez 
was observed at approximately 2240 hours wearing body armor and open carrying. The officers 
observed Gomez but did not have any interaction with him before he left the area. For full 
summaries of Gomez’ actions captured on BWC, refer to the BODY WORN CAMERA 
FOOTAGE SUMMARIES as well as the INTERVIEW SUMMARIES sections of the report. 
 
Gomez was again observed on BWC at the area of Las Vegas Boulevard and Fremont Street 
around 2300 hours. The location of Las Vegas Boulevard and Fremont Street was where the 
dispersal order for the protesters had been given after the crowd of protesters grew violent. The 
location had LVMPD and NLVPD officers to maintain the peace. Detectives contacted NLVPD 
and were able to obtain two BWCs worn by NLVPD sergeants at that location.  
 
NLVPD officers had formed skirmish lines at the intersection of Fremont Street and Las Vegas 
Boulevard. As the crowd pushed west on Fremont Street toward Las Vegas Boulevard, the 
officers moved back allowing the protesters to continue through the intersection and turn south 
onto Las Vegas Boulevard. The crowd gathered in the intersection and were given orders to 
continue to move or officers would be forced to disperse the crowd with use of tear gas and 
pepper balls. Gomez was observed on BWC on Las Vegas Boulevard at the front of the 
protesters and closest to the NLVPD officers. Gomez wore a tactical/armored vest, had a rifle 
slung over his right shoulder, a holstered gun on his right hip, and a bag hung from his waist 
over his left leg. Gomez stepped in front of the other protesters, directly in front of a sergeant 
and held his protest sign. The crowd got louder with their chants and officers asked protesters 
to step back.  
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Gomez stepped to the right of the sergeant and moved forward and attempted to go between 
the officers on the skirmish line. The sergeant motioned for him to step back, as well as verbally 
stated, “Step back,” to which Gomez replied, “Fuck you!” Gomez was again told to step back 
and once again stated in an exaggerated manner, “Fuck you!” The officers did not respond, and 
Gomez moved to the right of them (west) toward another group of officers on the west side of 
Las Vegas Boulevard. The sergeant relayed to officers that Gomez was looking for a 
confrontation and that he was an agitator. Plans were then implemented to take Gomez into 
custody when they had an opportunity to do so. The crowd continued to disregard commands 
given and had begun to throw items at the officers. Officers used pepper balls to move the crowd 
south on Las Vegas Boulevard. 
 
As the crowd of protesters moved south on Las Vegas Boulevard, Gomez moved to the west 
side of the street and stepped behind a large white power box on the west sidewalk of Las Vegas 
Boulevard just south of Fremont Street. Officers on the skirmish line became concerned about 
Gomez’ behavior and believed he was attempting to hide and ambush them as their line 
prepared to move south. Knowing that Gomez was armed, officers did not move up to the power 
box to take him into custody but challenged him to come out from behind it. Flashlights were 
shone at the power box and Gomez exited from behind the box. When Gomez exited from behind 
the power box, he walked away from the officers when flashlights were shone on him. When the 
lights hit Gomez, he turned to face the officers and his hand went to the gun on his right hip and 
he took what appeared to be a shooting stance. Gomez appeared to stop his movement then 
walked backward while maintaining the shooting stance. He continued to face the officers but 
moved toward the large group of protesters before ducking into what looked like an alcove or 
alleyway. When Gomez re-emerged from the alcove, he raised his hands and quickly moved 
into the crowd of protesters. Moments after Gomez disappeared into the crowd tear gas was 
deployed and the protesters left the area. 
 
Gomez was not seen again until the area of Las Vegas Boulevard and Bridger Avenue. Gomez 
was filmed by unknown citizens as he walked south on the east side of Las Vegas Boulevard. 
The unknown citizens uploaded their video to social media as they talked about the firearms he 
carried. (For full details of the social media posts, as well as surveillance camera footage from 
the area collected by detectives, refer to the THIRD-PARTY VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHIC 
EVIDENCE section of the report.) As Gomez walked south, numerous LVMPD officers were 
taking protesters who failed to disperse into custody near Las Vegas Boulevard and Clark 
Avenue. Las Vegas Boulevard had marked LVMPD vehicles moving south as they attempted to 
get to the protests farther south where the LVMPD officer had been shot. 
 
Gomez reached the north side of the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse which had two sets of 
stairs leading up to the entrance. The two sets of stairs are divided by a large landing in the 
middle. In front of the stairs were pillars designed to keep vehicle traffic from being able to access 
the property. The pillars were evenly spaced and were located at the north and west side of the 
stairs. As Gomez reached the north pillars, he turned and walked west toward Las Vegas 
Boulevard, then again south in front of the west pillars. Gomez walked at an average pace and 
took approximately 20 seconds (per video surveillance) to pass a total of at least 12 pillars. 
Gomez stopped walking when he was given commands by officers located at the top of the stairs 
to keep moving or he would be arrested as a dispersal order had already been given. Gomez 
stood in the stopped position for approximately 14 seconds before he slowly began to move 
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forward and continue south. Gomez walked with a slow and deliberate heel to toe gait, taking 
him at least five steps to reach the next pillar. It took Gomez approximately 23 seconds to move 
five pillar lengths as compared to the 20 seconds to cross 12 pillars prior to officers’ contact.  
 
Officers ran down the stairs toward Gomez to take him into custody. As the officers moved 
toward Gomez, another officer (Detective Squeo) was at the top of the stairs armed with a low 
lethality bean bag shotgun. Detective Squeo noticed Gomez grab with his right hand what the 
believed to be a baseball bat. Detective Squeo believed Gomez was going to use the baseball 
bat to strike the officers, so he fired at Gomez as he (Gomez) turned and ran north on Las Vegas 
Boulevard.  As Gomez ran north, he fell to the ground, but was able to quickly get back up and 
continued to run. The officers on the stairs realized Gomez was armed and yelled that he had a 
gun. Gomez then disappeared from their sight due to shadows from a tree which obstructed their 
view.  
 
As the interaction with Gomez and the officers from the courthouse occurred, additional officers 
had arrived in the area and were in their vehicles on Las Vegas Boulevard southbound at Bridger 
Avenue. The officers observed Gomez running north on Las Vegas Boulevard and that he was 
armed with a long gun. As Gomez ran, the officers observed him raise the rifle in their direction, 
and they discharged their firearms, striking Gomez, who then fell to the ground.  
 
Officers from the courthouse moved to the location where Gomez had fallen and took him into 
custody. Deputy U.S. Marshal Alfredo Despy, badge 3606, a National Registry of Emergency 
Medical Technicians (NREMT) certified emergency medical technician (EMT) under the 
authority of the Marshals Service Medical Director from Johns Hopkins Division of Special 
Operations, joined the arrest team. Deputy Despy provided medical attention to Gomez until Las 
Vegas City Fire (LVCF) personnel arrived on scene and took over care.  
 
Located at the scene of the shooting was a tactical vest which contained armor plates, a Glock 
pistol carbine conversion (a handgun converted to a rifle via an exoskeleton), a Glock 19 
handgun, and a Glock 17 handgun which had been concealed in a satchel. Detectives later 
determined all of the weapons belonged to Gomez’ father.  The trigger on the Glock pistol 
carbine conversion had been depressed, indicating the trigger had been pulled. The trigger on 
the Glock firearm locks back after being depressed when the chamber of the weapon is empty. 
 
VI. INTERVIEW SUMMARIES  
 
Subject Officers 
 
Subject officers may provide a recorded or written statement to FIT investigators; however, since 
the statement is voluntary, subject officers have the right to decline providing a statement to FIT 
investigators. If a statement, verbal or written, is provided to FIT investigators, it should be 
obtained from the subject officers at least 48 hours after the incident. Note: The 48-hour waiting 
period may be waived by the subject officer.  

Sergeant Ryan Fryman 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0554 hours, Lieutenant Lloyd spoke to Sergeant Fryman to 
ask if he would provide a voluntary statement to FIT investigators; Sergeant Fryman declined.  
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Officer Daniel Emerton 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0609 hours, Lieutenant Lloyd spoke to Officer Emerton to 
ask if he would provide a voluntary statement to FIT investigators; Officer Emerton declined.  
 
Officer Vernon Ferguson 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0613 hours, Lieutenant Lloyd spoke to Officer Ferguson to 
ask if he would provide a voluntary statement to FIT investigators; Officer Ferguson declined.  
 
Officer Andrew Locher 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0548 hours, Lieutenant Lloyd spoke to Officer Locher to ask 
if he would provide a voluntary statement to FIT investigators; Officer Locher declined.  
 
Witness Officers 
 
Witness officers shall provide a recorded statement to FIT investigators. Witness officer 
statements will be taken at a date, time, and location determined by FIT investigators. 
 
Officer Garrett Connell 
 
On June 9, 2020, at approximately 1014 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Connell at LVMPD headquarters. Also present for the interview was 
Sergeant Iacullo and LVPPA representative Bryan Yant. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Connell was assigned to uniform bike patrol in the Convention Center Area Command 
when he was requested to respond downtown to assist with protests that were taking place. 
Officer Connell arrived at an area with an agitated crowd. He stated people had rocks and items 
were being thrown at officers. Officer Connell assisted in forming a skirmish line with officers 
from other agencies and stated the crowd was farther down the street. As the skirmish line was 
formed, an officer told Officer Connell that there was a male with a gun hiding behind a box only 
10 to 15 feet from them. Officer Connell observed the box where a male, who was later identified 
as Jorge Gomez was hiding. Officer Connell stated the box was so small that Gomez had to be 
tucked extremely tight against the wall for him not to be able to observe Gomez. Because of 
Gomez’ concealment behind the box, and being armed with a firearm, Gomez became Officer 
Connell’s focus among the crowd of people.  
 
The large group of protesters were over half a block away from the skirmish line, but Gomez 
was so close to the officers it appeared to Officer Connell he was hiding. Officer Connell believed 
that Gomez intended to ambush officers as their line passed him. Officer Connell passed the 
information down the line so that officers closer to Gomez’ location were aware he was hiding 
with a gun. Officer Connell knew that his sergeant had formed an arrest team that was going to 
take Gomez into custody. 
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Gomez then emerged from behind the box where he had been hiding, and immediately took a 
shooting stance as he looked directly at Officer Connell. Officer Connell, who was wearing a gas 
mask which diminished some visibility, observed Gomez’ hand go down to his side and believed 
Gomez was going to draw a firearm and shoot him. Officer Connell drew his firearm, but was 
aware of the crowd behind Gomez was his backdrop. Gomez quickly moved into the crowd and 
Officer Connell lost sight of him.  
 
As Gomez moved into the crowd, the tear gas was launched and the gas created a situation with 
no visibility. Officer Connell re-positioned himself in the skirmish line because he believed 
Gomez was going to start shooting at them and did not want to be in the same position Gomez 
had last seen him. 
 
Officer Mitchell Neddo 
 
On June 9, 2020, at approximately 0958 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Neddo at LVMPD headquarters. Also present for the interview was 
Sergeant Iacullo and LVPPA representative Bryan Yant. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Neddo was assigned to the Convention Center Area Command as a uniformed patrol 
officer. At the end of Officer Neddo’s regular assigned shift, he was sent to the downtown corridor 
to assist with protests that were occurring in the area. He was assigned to various locations that 
needed additional resources and equipment.  
 
Officer Neddo responded to an area to assist with a skirmish line. Once out of the vehicle, Officer 
Neddo placed his gas mask on, joined the skirmish line, and was hit with a bottle thrown by 
protesters. As Officer Neddo determined what hit him and if he had any injuries, his attention 
was drawn by officers to an individual, later identified as Jorge Gomez. Gomez carried a gun 
and the officers wanted to make sure Officer Neddo was aware of him.  
 
Officer Neddo stated he observed Gomez near a power box and observed him carrying a rifle 
and had one hand near his waistband. Officer Neddo believed Gomez ducked behind a power 
box that was approximately five yards from the officers’ positions. Most of the protesters were 
farther away from the officers. Officer Neddo’s attention was drawn in several directions and he 
did not observe Gomez again until after the tear gas had been deployed into the crowd of 
protesters and Gomez disappeared into the crowd. 
 
After the crowd had been dispersed, Officer Neddo and his team responded to the location of 
an OIS. Officer Neddo followed the ambulance that transported Gomez to the hospital. Officer 
Neddo was unaware of who was inside of the ambulance or what the person’s involvement had 
been.  
 
Officer Jeramie Johnson 
 
On June 9, 2020, at approximately 0807 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Johnson at LVMPD headquarters. Also present for the interview was 
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Sergeant Iacullo and LVPPA representative Bryan Yant. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Johnson was working as a uniformed patrol officer assigned to Convention Center Area 
Command when he was re-deployed to the downtown corridor to assist with protests which were 
occurring. While in the downtown area, Officer Johnson and his team responded to the area of 
Downtown Container Park to assist a woman who was having a medical issue. While officers 
were helping the woman, they were approached by a male, later identified as Jorge Gomez, who 
was openly carrying firearms. Officer Johnson observed Gomez and the weapons but stated 
that Gomez posed no threat and was only watching them. While Gomez watched them, an 
unidentified female citizen told Gomez to leave, that there was nothing to see there. Gomez 
complied and walked a distance away where he could still observe, but the officers had no other 
interaction with him.  
 
Officer Johnson and his team were later deployed to assist with a skirmish line which had been 
formed to control a crowd where tensions had started to flare, and people were throwing objects. 
Upon joining officers from other agencies, Officer Johnson prepared for SWAT officers to deploy 
tear gas to disperse the crowd when he was told of a person with a gun (Gomez). Officer Johnson 
stated that most of the crowd was approximately 30 to 40 yards away, however, Gomez was 
hiding behind a metal box approximately eight feet from the officers.  
 
Officers challenged Gomez, yelled commands, and shone their flashlights at the box, but Gomez 
did not respond. Officer Johnson was concerned with Gomez’ intent because of his proximity to 
officers as they addressed a crowd of protesters. When Gomez emerged from the box, Officer 
Johnson recognized him as being the onlooker on the earlier medical call. Gomez faced the 
officers and placed his whole hand on a holstered firearm on his hip. Officer Johnson stated it 
appeared to be an intentional grip as if he was going to draw the firearm. Officer Johnson was 
concerned about his backdrop being a large group of protesters and his ability to discharge his 
firearm if necessary. Ultimately, Gomez did not draw his weapon, and backed up toward the 
crowd when another protester stepped between Gomez and the officers.  
 
Officer Jason Luoto 
 
On June 9, 2020, at approximately 0904 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Luoto at LVMPD headquarters. Also present for the interview was Sergeant 
Iacullo and LVPPA representative Bryan Yant. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete 
details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Luoto was working as a uniformed patrol officer assigned to the Convention Center Area 
Command when he was assigned to the downtown corridor to assist with protests which were 
occurring. Officer Luoto’s team was deployed to several different locations according to need. 
Officer Luoto responded with Clark County School District police officers to Downtown Container 
Park to assist with a medical situation. While watching over the officers, Officer Luoto was made 
aware of an individual, later identified as Jorge Gomez, who was openly carrying firearms. Officer 
Luoto stated that he kept watch on Gomez as officers gave assistance on the medical call, 
however, Gomez did nothing illegal, did not interfere with them, and they did not feel threatened 
by him. 
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Officer Luoto and his team were re-deployed to assist NLVPD officers with a skirmish line due 
to the protests escalating. Officer Luoto arrived and a dispersal order was given to the protesters, 
and he immediately donned his gas mask. The skirmish line was on Las Vegas Boulevard facing 
southbound and Officer Luoto was on the west side of the line. Approximately 10 feet from his 
location was a power box. There was only one other protester near them, who he estimated was 
another 10 feet farther than the power box. The rest of the protesters were approximately 50 to 
60 feet from the skirmish line. Although the protesters remained at a distance, officers on the 
skirmish line were being hit by bottles and rocks.  
 
Officer Luoto was given information of a “gun behind the power box” and he was not sure if it 
was just a gun or a person with a gun. Officer Luoto moved toward the power box to see around 
it and was unable to see anything. He observed NLVPD officers with rifles pointed toward the 
box and realized they had a better angle to see than he did. The officers were giving orders for 
a person (Gomez) to come out from behind the box, and he knew they were going to take him 
into custody. Gomez exited from behind the power box and Officer Luoto observed the rifle 
Gomez was carrying and an object on the side of his hip which Officer Luoto believed was a 
firearm. Gomez backed away from the officers. Gomez watched them as he walked backward 
toward the protesters while reaching for the item on his hip. As Gomez walked backward, another 
protester stepped in between him and the officers, and Gomez disappeared into an alcove and 
then into the crowd of protesters.  
 
After Gomez disappeared into the crowd, tear gas was deployed and Officer Luoto did not see 
him again. It was not until after Officer Luoto lost sight of Gomez that he realized it was the same 
person he had observed earlier in the night.  
 
Officer Kurt Borggard 
 
On June 9, 2020, at approximately 0825 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Borggard at LVMPD headquarters.  Also present for the interview was 
Sergeant Iacullo and LVPPA representative Bryan Yant. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Borggard was assigned to the Convention Center Area Command as a uniformed patrol 
officer. At the end of Officer Borggard’s shift, he was sent to the downtown corridor to assist with 
protests that were occurring in the area. He was assigned to various locations where additional 
resources were needed. The protests downtown were large and becoming violent with people 
getting into stores and breaking windows. 
 
During the evening Officer Borggard moved into a crowd of protesters to assist a female that 
appeared to be having a seizure. While assisting the woman and waiting for medical personnel, 
Officer Borggard was made aware of a male (Gomez) who had walked up on the officers. Gomez 
was armed with a gun and watching the officers. Officer Borggard stated Gomez did not cause 
any problems, did not attempt to interfere with them providing assistance, and left the area after 
another citizen told him to leave. 
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Officer Borggard and his team were then sent to another location where they aided NLVPD 
officers on a skirmish line. A dispersal order had been given to the crowd to leave the area, but 
still many protesters remained a distance away. Officer Borggard and the other officers began 
to put on their gas masks in preparation for SWAT officers to deploy tear gas to assist in crowd 
dispersal when he was informed of an armed citizen.  
 
Officers observed a male (Gomez) hiding behind a power box near their location. Officer 
Borggard, his sergeant, and other officers yelled commands for Gomez to exit his location and 
to let them see his hands. The officers believed Gomez was intentionally hiding from them 
despite the dispersal order and the verbal challenges they gave him. The sergeant formed an 
arrest team that was going to move in and take Gomez into custody. Before they could take him 
into custody, Gomez emerged from behind the power box. Gomez exited with his right hand on 
his gun in what appeared to Officer Borggard as a shooting stance. Officer Borggard immediately 
drew his weapon believing that due to his demeanor and stance Gomez was going to “open fire.”  
 
Gomez maintained this body position as he moved backward toward the crowd and was 
eventually blocked by other protesters. As Officer Borggard lost sight of Gomez, SWAT officers 
deployed the tear gas and the crowd began to disperse.  
 
Officer Borggard and his team then responded to an OIS location not far from their position. 
Officer Borggard believed the person that had been shot was Gomez, who he was able to see 
from a distance. 
 
Officer Shean Oniate 
 
On June 9, 2020, at approximately 0733 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Oniate at LVMPD headquarters. Also present for the interview was 
Sergeant Iacullo and LVPPA representative Bryan Yant. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Oniate was assigned to the Convention Center Area Command as a uniformed patrol 
officer when he was deployed to the downtown corridor to assist with protests which were 
occurring. Officer Oniate was moved to different locations where the protests had turned hostile.  
 
Officer Oniate joined other officers who had formed a skirmish line where the crowd was throwing 
objects at the officers after dispersal orders had been given. The crowd was approximately 60 
yards away from the officers; however, Officer Oniate did observe one other protester closer to 
his location wearing a white shirt with his hands in the air. Officer Oniate was then informed by 
other officers of a male (Gomez) with a gun hiding behind a generator which was approximately 
15 feet from him.  
 
Officer Oniate realized that the skirmish line which he was part of would be pushing forward 
toward the generator and eventually passing it. He was concerned that if there was a person 
hiding behind the generator with a gun it would be a problem for the officers on the skirmish line. 
Officer Oniate decided to move forward from the skirmish line and attempt to gain a vantage 
point behind the generator. As Officer Oniate moved forward, he shone his flashlight behind the 
generator where he observed a white male (Gomez) wearing what appeared to be body armor. 
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Officer Oniate did not get a response from Gomez and backed away from the power box 
suspicious of Gomez’ actions. Officer Oniate was worried about a confrontation with Gomez and 
informed his sergeant of what he observed. 
 
Officer Oniate, his sergeant, and other officers approached the generator and issued verbal 
commands for Gomez to come out from behind it. Gomez’ head appeared from behind the 
generator, but then he ducked back behind it as officers challenged him to exit. Gomez then 
emerged from behind the generator wearing body armor, standing in a shooting stance, with his 
hand on a gun in a holster. Officer Oniate drew his weapon and observed the officers with him 
had theirs out as well. Officer Oniate did not believe this was a typical open carry situation 
because of the shooting stance Gomez had taken as well as the look on his face. Officer Oniate 
described Gomez displaying an “evil-type of smirk,” as Gomez held his hand on his gun while 
he faced officers and backed away from them. Officer Oniate was concerned if the need arose 
for him to fire his weapon because of his backdrop and potential consequences of what could 
happen due to the climate of the protests. Officer Oniate believed that Gomez was taunting 
officers and trying to bait them into taking some kind of action. 
 
As Gomez backed away from officers, another protester who had been in the area placed himself 
between Gomez and officers, and Gomez eventually disappeared into the crowd. Officer Oniate 
believed that Gomez’ intention was to draw the officers into the area for an ambush on them. 
After Gomez had slipped into the crowd, tear gas was deployed and officers lost visual sight of 
him.  
 
Officer Jesus Perez 
 
On June 9, 2020, at approximately 0924 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Perez at LVMPD headquarters. Also present for the interview was 
Sergeant Iacullo and LVPPA representative Bryan Yant. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Perez was assigned to Convention Center Area Command as a uniformed patrol officer 
when he was requested to respond to the downtown corridor to assist with protests that were 
taking place. Officer Perez arrived in an area with an agitated crowd. He stated officers had 
rocks and bottles thrown at them. Due to the violence being shown, Officer Perez and his team 
placed their gas masks and riot helmets on before joining the skirmish line. 
 
Once in the skirmish line, Officer Perez stated the crowd was approximately 30 to 40 feet down 
the street. Officer Perez was made aware of a male with a gun hiding behind a power box only 
10 to 15 feet from them. Officer Perez observed a Hispanic male, who was later identified as 
Jorge Gomez, behind the box wearing all black and armed with a rifle. Officer Perez believed 
Gomez was hiding behind the box in an attempt to ambush the officers and the skirmish line 
when it passed his location. Officers challenged Gomez and yelled commands for him to exit 
from behind the power box as they shone their flashlights and pointed their weapons at him.  
 
Gomez initially ignored the commands given by officers, and Officer Perez believed Gomez 
knew exactly who they were and what they were instructing him to do. When Gomez did exit 
from behind the power box he immediately took what Officer Perez described as a “cowboy 
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stance,” which was a shooting stance with a quick, furtive movement grabbing a holster on his 
hip, giving the indication he was going to pull out the firearm and engage the officers. Gomez 
held this stance as he backed away from the officers and into the crowd of protesters. Officer 
Perez stated an arrest team had been formed to take Gomez into custody, however, they never 
had the opportunity to do so.  
 
Officer Perez was unaware Gomez was the person shot by the police until he saw a photograph 
of him the next day. 
 
Officer Jimmy Velasco 
 
On June 9, 2020, at approximately 0712 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Velasco at LVMPD headquarters. Also present for the interview was 
Sergeant Iacullo and LVPPA representative Bryan Yant. Below is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Velasco was assigned to the Convention Center Area Command as a uniformed patrol 
officer. At the end of Officer Velasco’s shift, he was sent to the downtown corridor to assist with 
protests that were occurring in the area. He was assigned to various locations where additional 
resources were needed. Officer Velasco heard over the radio there were problems at Las Vegas 
Boulevard and Bridger Avenue. He and his team headed that direction where they observed 
officers with a skirmish line already formed. The team put on their riot gear, which consisted of 
their gas masks and helmets, and joined officers from other agencies on the skirmish line.  
 
Once in the skirmish, line Officer Velasco observed the protesters to be approximately 30 to 40 
feet from the line. The protests had become hostile and Officer Velasco was struck by a bottle. 
One of the officers on the line pointed to a power box approximately 10 feet from Officer Velasco 
and informed him there was a male with a gun. Officer Velasco observed officers giving verbal 
commands toward the power box and pointing their weapons at it when a male (Gomez) 
emerged from behind the box.  
 
Gomez was wearing all black clothing with white shoes, his face was covered, and he 
immediately squared off with officers and put his right hand on a holster on his waist. It appeared 
to Officer Velasco that Gomez was ready to unholster and discharge his firearm. Officer Velasco 
realized the officers’ backdrop was protesters and they could not shoot. Gomez walked 
backward toward the crowd as he continued to face officers.  
 
Gomez disappeared into the crowd and tear gas was dispersed to move the crowd back. Once 
the gas was deployed, Officer Velasco lost sight of Gomez. 
 
Officer David Martel 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0329 hours, Detective Alsup conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Martel at 333 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the interview was 
LVPPA representative Steve Grammas. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete 
details refer to the interview transcript.  
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Officer Martel was stationed on the roof of the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse with his partner 
obtaining real time video surveillance of the protests in the downtown corridor via a small 
unmanned aerial system, also known as a drone. Officer Martel stated tear gas was deployed in 
the area of Las Vegas Boulevard and Freemont Street to disperse the crowd.  
 
As the crowd was walking away, Officer Martel observed a male in dark clothing (Gomez) 
walking in front of the courthouse. Officer Martel heard a couple of “pops” and observed an 
officer with a low lethality shotgun. As Gomez ran north, Officer Martel heard gunshots and 
observed Gomez fall to the ground. Officer Martel was unaware of where the shots had come 
from. Officer Martel stated he was so high up that he was unable to observe details of Gomez’ 
actions. The drone was then used to conduct surveillance where Gomez was lying, and Officer 
Martel was able to see a rifle on the ground near Gomez. 
 
Officer Steven Oscar 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0323 hours, Detective Valenzuela conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer Oscar at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the 
interview was Detective Christian Pastuna, P# 10040, and LVPPA representative Scott Nicholas. 
Below is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript. 
 
Officer Oscar advised that he was assigned to work the demonstrations by flying an aerial drone 
to conduct surveillance. After leaving the Trump International Hotel Las Vegas, Officer Oscar 
and his partner, Officer Martel, responded to the roof of the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse. 
As they flew the drone over the courthouse, Officer Oscar heard via radio that an LVMPD officer 
had been shot in the head. Officer Oscar let the drone hover and then looked down and observed 
a caravan of patrol vehicles on Las Vegas Boulevard. As Officer Oscar looked down, he 
observed a subject (Gomez) running north on the sidewalk, away from the courthouse. Officer 
Oscar heard officers yelling verbal commands and then heard gunshots fired.   
 
Officer Oscar stated that from his vantage point he could see Gomez was carrying a dark object 
that looked like a rifle. Officer Oscar did not observe who may have shot or from where the shots 
were fired. Officer Oscar noticed Gomez had fallen to the ground, so he then moved the drone 
to Gomez’ location. Officer Oscar observed officers rendering aid to Gomez.    
 
Officer Nicholas Sylvia 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0312 hours, Detective Ubbens conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Sylvia at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the interview was 
LVPPA representative Myron Hamm. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete details 
refer to the interview transcript. 
 
While assigned to a protest, Officer Sylvia and his partners received information of shots fired 
and a downed LVMPD officer. Their patrol vehicle was parked southbound on Las Vegas 
Boulevard in front of the federal building where they waited for further direction.  
 
To his left, Officer Sylvia saw a male open carrying a rifle (Gomez). Officer Sylvia saw an officer 
on the courthouse steps giving Gomez verbal commands, but Gomez continued to take small 
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steps forward towards the officers positioned at the courthouse. Officer Sylvia believed Gomez 
“leveled up” the rifle at the officers on the courthouse steps. One of the officers at the courthouse 
opened fire. Officer Sylvia was not sure if the officer at the courthouse discharged a low lethality 
or regular shotgun.  
 
Gomez ran northbound on Las Vegas Boulevard. Because of Officer Sylvia’s position, he lost 
sight of Gomez. Officer Sylvia heard gunfire and looked toward where he heard it come from 
and saw Gomez fall to the ground.  
 
Officer Michael Mendez 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0340 hours, Detective Ubbens conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Mendez at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the interview was 
LVPPA representative Myron Hamm. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete details 
refer to the interview transcript. 
 
Officer Mendez and his partners were assigned to a protest where dispersal orders were given 
to the protesters. Officer Mendez’ assignment was to locate protestors who were violating the 
dispersal orders. The officers received information that an LVMPD officer had been shot, but 
there was no suspect information, time lapse information, or information about the potential of 
additional shooters. Officer Mendez estimated being within three miles from where the officer 
was shot.  
 
Officer Mendez and his partners were southbound on Las Vegas Boulevard when Officer Sylvia 
noticed a male (Gomez) who was open carrying, walking southbound towards a federal building. 
Officers were positioned on top of the steps giving Gomez verbal commands to not approach 
the courthouse. Gomez ignored the commands and continued to walk towards the courthouse. 
One of the officers discharged low lethality bean bag rounds towards Gomez. Officer Mendez 
elaborated that Gomez was given clear commands, and it appeared Gomez wanted to cause a 
confrontation. Gomez was given several commands to not approach the courthouse, but he 
continued to walk towards the officers at the courthouse.  
 
Officer Mendez and the officers with him exited their vehicle to address Gomez. After exiting the 
vehicle, he observed Gomez running northbound with a rifle in his hand when rounds were fired, 
which caused Gomez to fall to the ground.  
 
Officer Michael Lee 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0340 hours, Detective Pastuna conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Lee at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the interview was 
Detective Valenzuela and LVPPA representative Steve Grammas. Below is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Lee, Officer Carlson, Officer Mendes, and Officer Silvia were inside vehicle 10985 
heading southbound on Las Vegas Boulevard to help with the protest. They stopped at the red 
traffic signal located at Bridger Avenue and Las Vegas Boulevard. Officer Silvia observed a 
subject towards their northeast side opening carry a rifle (Gomez). Officer Lee described Gomez 
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as a Hispanic male adult wearing a short sleeve black shirt and blue jeans. The officers got out 
of the vehicle while waiting at the red traffic signal. Officer Lee observed Gomez walking slow 
towards the federal officers. Once vehicle traffic began to move, the officers got back into their 
vehicle and proceeded to go southbound keeping an eye on Gomez.  
 
As the officers proceeded to travel southbound on Las Vegas Boulevard, Officer Lee observed 
Gomez reach for the firearm placing his right hand on the grip. When he observed that 
movement, he noticed federal agents on top of the stairs at the Lloyd D. George U.S. 
Courthouse. Officer Lee then heard officers give Gomez verbal commands. Officer Lee heard 
what he believed were rubber bullets being fired. Officer Mendes stopped the vehicle and the 
officers exited. Officer Lee saw Gomez run north and he heard gunshots fired. Officer Lee stated 
he took cover behind his patrol vehicle. Officer Lee then looked up and observed Gomez on the 
ground.   
 
Officer Luis Jacobo 
 
On June 2, 2020 at approximately 0344 hours, Detective Colon conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Jacobo at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the interview was 
LVPPA representative Steve Grammas. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete 
details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Jacobo was assigned to guard the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse at 333 Las Vegas 
Boulevard S. Officer Jacobo was posted at the top of the stairs on the west side of the 
courthouse.  
 
Officer Jacobo observed a male (Gomez) with an unknown item in a sling on his back. The item 
in the sling was hidden by the Gomez’ clothing. Gomez attempted to walk up the stairs toward 
the courthouse. Officers advised Gomez he was not allowed to walk up the stairs and for him to 
walk around a small barrier cinder block wall toward the sidewalk.  
 
Gomez walked around the barrier at a very slow pace, dragging his feet. Officer Jacobo heard 
an officer shoot a low lethality bean bag round at Gomez. Gomez ran northbound and fell to the 
ground. As Gomez stood up, Officer Jacobo heard someone yell, “He has a gun!” Officer Jacobo 
heard gunshots. Officer Jacobo’s view was obstructed from his position on the stairs. Officer 
Jacobo was not able to see Gomez once he had started running northbound. 
 
Detective Boe Dennett 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0355 hours, Detective Colon conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Detective Dennett at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the interview 
was LVPPA representative Steve Grammas. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete 
details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Detective Dennett was assigned to guard the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse at 333 Las 
Vegas Boulevard S. Detective Dennett posted at the courthouse until officers were requested to 
assist at Downtown Container Park at 707 Fremont Street. As officers drove toward Downtown 
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Container Park, Sergeant Ballejos requested they return to the courthouse to assist because 
protestors had returned.  
 
Detective Dennett stood at the top of the stairs in front of the courthouse. Detective Dennett 
observed a male (Gomez) who attempted to walk up the stairs. Officers advised him he could 
not walk up the stairs. Detective Dennett observed Gomez remove his belt. Gomez knelt on the 
sidewalk and looked through a backpack. Detective Dennett shone his flashlight toward Gomez 
and advised him he could not stay in the area and to move. 
 
Detective Dennett advised his partner, Detective Squeo, to keep an eye on Gomez because he 
was acting suspiciously and was not listening to numerous instructions to move out of the area. 
Detective Squeo advised Gomez numerous times to leave the area. 
 
Gomez began to slowly “shuffle” away from the stairs. Gomez reached into his backpack and 
appeared to be grabbing a long cylinder object. As Gomez started to move the unknown object, 
Detective Squeo fired low lethality bean bag rounds at Gomez. 
 
Gomez was hit by the bean bags, and as Gomez turned, Detective Dennett realized the 
cylindrical object was a rifle. Gomez attempted to run but tripped and fell to the ground. As 
Gomez fell to the ground, he dropped the rifle and Detective Dennett heard the rifle hit the ground 
and slide. 
 
Detective Dennett drew his gun and ran down the stairs toward Gomez. Gomez stood up, 
appeared to manipulate the rifle, and ran north. Detective Dennett lost sight of Gomez. He then 
heard gunshots.  
 
Detective Dennett was not able to see Gomez or the officers who fired. 
 
Detective John Squeo 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0457 hours, Detective Mendoza and Detective Pastuna 
conducted an audio recorded interview with Detective Squeo at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. 
Also present for the interview was LVPPA Representative John Abel. Below is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Detective Squeo was assigned to the asset protection team at the Lloyd D. George U.S. 
Courthouse. He stated his assignment was to keep protestors from making their way into the 
courthouse.  In addition, he and his team were to make sure protesters did not take any rocks 
from the rock bed within the corridor that was in front of the courthouse and use those as 
weapons against officers. Detective Squeo was assigned to a low-lethality shotgun along with 
two officers who were hands-on and lethal coverage. 
 
Detective Squeo stated he was positioned on the north side of the stairs with a team that 
protected the front entrance of the courthouse. Detective Squeo noticed a large crowd forming 
on the west side of Las Vegas Boulevard. Detective Squeo noticed a shadow in his right 
peripheral vision. He scanned over and saw a subject (Gomez) standing at pylons near a wall 
and staring at officers. Detective Squeo gave Gomez verbal commands, to include, “Metro 
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Police, stay on the other side of the barrier.” Gomez replied, “What barriers?” Detective Squeo 
told him to stay on the other side of the poles. Detective Squeo continuously gave Gomez verbal 
command. Detective Squeo observed Gomez was wearing a bulletproof vest.  
 
Detective Squeo asked the other officers if Gomez was part of the U.S. Marshals Service or 
security. Gomez shuffled westbound and continued to walk south on Las Vegas Boulevard. 
Gomez stopped in front of Detective Squeo. As Gomez stood below the steps in front of 
Detective Squeo, Gomez shuffled a black bag that was straddled alongside of him towards the 
front of his body.  
 
Detective Squeo described Gomez as using combat breathing while staring at the ground. 
Detective Squeo noticed a large black object, that he believed to be a baseball bat hiding along 
the right side of Gomez’ body.  Detective Squeo told Gomez to keep walking as the dispersal 
order had already been given. Detective Squeo then saw Gomez’ hands move up slightly at 
about a waist level. The other officers that were assigned with Detective Squeo moved toward 
Gomez and told him he was going to be arrested.  
 
Detective Squeo raised his low lethality shotgun at Gomez, who stood approximately 10 to 15 
yards away from him. Detective Squeo, who was not wearing his gas mask, yelled, “Metro 
Police!” Detective Squeo informed Gomez that he was under arrest and instructed him to put his 
hands in the air. Gomez kept his hands at waist level and did not place the hands over his head. 
Gomez appeared to conceal an object under his arm, along the side of his body.  
 
As the officers made their way towards Gomez, he noticed the officers approaching his direction. 
Detective Squeo instructed Gomez to put his hands in the air. Gomez used his right hand to 
grab what Detective Squeo believed to be a baseball bat. Detective Squeo believed Gomez was 
going to use the baseball bat to strike the officers.  
 
Detective Squeo informed the other officers that Gomez was concealing a baseball bat. 
Detective Squeo saw Gomez raise the object. Detective Squeo fired his low lethality shotgun at 
Gomez. After being struck, Gomez ran northbound while he continued to hold the concealed 
object with his right hand. As Gomez ran there were several marked patrol cars on the street. 
Detective Squeo then fired another low-lethality bean bag round and Gomez fell to the ground.  
 
When Gomez fell to the ground, Detective Squeo heard what he believed to be a firearm hit the 
ground. Gomez got up and Detective Squeo fired another low-lethality bean bag round. Gomez 
then picked up the metal object and Squeo realized it was a handgun. Gomez ran northbound 
towards a group of protestors that were standing on the corner. Detective Squeo saw the object 
that Gomez had concealed under his arm and realized it was a long gun.  
 
Detective Squeo then had to reposition himself because there was a large tree obstructing his 
view. Detective Squeo yelled to other officers that Gomez had a rifle in his hand; he then heard 
gunshots fired. Detective Squeo’s view was still obstructed, so he re-positioned again. Detective 
Squeo observed a group of officers move toward Gomez, and he then told the officers near him 
to standby at the top of the courtyard to provide cover.   
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Inspector Huan Degunya 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0318 hours, Detective Quinteros conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Inspector Degunya at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Below is a summary 
of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript. 
 
On the evening of June 1, 2020, Inspector Degunya was assigned to an exterior security position 
at the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse at 333 Las Vegas Boulevard S. He was attached with 
officers from LVMPD and the U.S. Marshals Service for a protest in the downtown corridor. 
 
LVMPD officers issued a dispersal order, which caused the protestors to travel south on Las 
Vegas Boulevard. A short time later, Inspector Degunya observed a Hispanic male adult 
(Gomez) on the sidewalk adjacent to the courthouse acting suspiciously. Gomez wore dark 
clothing and a tactical vest.  
 
An LVMPD officer, who was positioned near Inspector Degunya, addressed Gomez and advised 
him to leave the area; however, Gomez disregarded the order. The LVMPD officer issued 
additional orders to Gomez to leave the area, but Gomez refused to comply to the orders. The 
LVMPD officer utilized a low lethality shotgun and fired multiple low lethality bean bag rounds at 
Gomez. Gomez turned and ran northbound on Las Vegas Boulevard. At that moment, Inspector 
Degunya observed that Gomez was armed with a rifle. He immediately advised officers of his 
observation.     
 
Inspector Degunya chased behind Gomez and took a kneeling position behind a bollard which 
he utilized for cover. Inspector Degunya observed Gomez take a hold of the rifle and turn right. 
When Inspector Degunya pointed his rifle towards Gomez, he heard gunfire. He was unsure 
who fired but observed LVMPD officers and marked patrol units to his left. Gomez was taken 
into custody.     
 
Detective Colin Snyder 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0351 hours, Detective Mendoza conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Detective Snyder at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the 
interview was LVPPA Representative Brian Grammas. Below is a summary of the interview; for 
complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Detective Snyder was assigned along with federal officers to guard the Lloyd D. George U.S. 
Courthouse due to subjects protesting in the downtown corridor. Detective Snyder heard LVMPD 
Detective Squeo yell at a subject (Gomez) who would not leave the area despite a dispersal 
order that had been given. Detective Snyder described Gomez as a white or Hispanic male 
wearing a long dark shirt or hoodie, with a dark shirt or vest underneath. Gomez also had a black 
satchel slung on his right side.  
 
Gomez walked around the pillars and would not leave the area. Detective Snyder and his partner 
walked down the steps and approached Gomez to take him into custody. As they walked toward 
Gomez, he turned away and ran. Detective Snyder heard Detective Squeo fire approximately 
two to three low lethality bean bag rounds. Detective Snyder briefly chased Gomez as he ran 
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northbound on Las Vegas Boulevard. Detective Snyder saw Gomez reach into his satchel as he 
ran. Gomez tripped over an orange traffic cone that was positioned near a tree. Detective Snyder 
did not want to get separated from his team, so he returned to his original location. Detective 
Snyder then heard approximately eight to ten gunshots. Detective Snyder did not witness who 
fired their weapons at Gomez.  
 
Detective Snyder formed an arrest team, waited for a shield officer to approach Gomez, and 
then took Gomez custody.   
 
Officer Eric Carlson 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0323 hours, Detective Ubbens conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Carlson at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the interview was 
LVPPA representative Myron Hamm. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete details 
refer to the interview transcript. 
 
Officer Carlson was assigned with Officer Sylvia and Officer Mendez as a roving unit to detain 
agitators during a protest downtown after dispersal orders were given. As their patrol vehicle 
passed the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse, they received information of an LVMPD officer 
being shot. They were driving the vehicle slowly while they waited to see if they would be 
dispatched to assist with the downed officer. While they slowly passed the courthouse, they 
heard commands being given from officers on the courthouse steps. 
 
Officer Sylvia warned Officer Carlson and Officer Mendez of a male (Gomez) open carrying a 
rifle and possibly a handgun. Officer Carlson heard an officer on the courthouse steps give 
Gomez verbal commands. Gomez began to walk very slowly and took very small steps.  
 
As Officer Carlson got out of the car, he heard the officers on the courthouse steps continuing 
with their verbal commands. One of the officers on the courthouse steps discharged low lethality 
bean bag rounds at Gomez who was at the base of the steps. Gomez began to flee and was 
unsteady from being hit with the bean bag rounds. The officer with the low lethality shotgun took 
a kneeling position and discharged more bean bag rounds.  
 
Officer Carlson heard several more commands from officers, along with rounds being 
discharged, and saw Gomez fall to the ground. Officer Carlson and several other officers formed 
a team and prepared to address Gomez and render aid.  
 
Officer Pete Friday 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0340 hours, Detective Mendoza conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer Friday at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the 
interview was LVPPA Representative Brian Grammas. Below is a summary of the interview; for 
complete details refer to the interview transcript. 
 
Officer Friday was assigned to detain protestors who remained after the dispersal order was 
given. Officer Friday and his partners saw several protestors on the sidewalk. As they went to 
detain the protestors, he heard radio traffic that an LVMPD officer had been shot in the head. 
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He and his partners stopped their vehicle to retrieve their riffles from the back of the vehicle. As 
they were getting their rifles, he heard shots fired in front of the Lloyd D. George U.S. 
Courthouse. Officer Friday saw officers on top of the courthouse stairs facing a male (Gomez) 
with a rifle. He observed Gomez wearing all black and the rifle around his upper body. Gomez 
was trying to gain control of the rifle as he ran toward Officer Friday and other officers. Gomez 
gained control of the rifle and began to bring it up towards Officer Friday’s partners, Officer Beck 
and Sergeant Fryman, which caused officers to fire at Gomez. 
 
Officer Friday did not fire because other officers were between him and Gomez. Officer Friday 
moved to a position with the intent to shoot, but by the time he moved to a position with a good 
backdrop and view of Gomez, other officers already had fired. At the time, Officer Friday believed 
Gomez shot at the officers positioned on the courthouse steps and was fleeing.  
 
Officer Aaron Contreras 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0303 hours, Detective Valenzuela conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer Contreras at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the 
interview was Detective Pastuna and LVPPA representative John Abel. Below is a summary of 
the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Contreras stated that he was working the protests in the area of 6th Street and Fremont 
Street. He and his partners heard that there had been an LVMPD officer shot in the head in front 
of the Circus Circus. Officer Contreras and three other officers got into his patrol vehicle and 
drove south on Las Vegas Boulevard. As he drove in front of the Foley Federal Building (300 
Las Vegas Boulevard S.) he faced to his left and observed a subject running northbound with a 
rifle (Gomez). Officer Contreras stated to the other officers in the vehicle, “Hey, he’s got a rifle.”  
 
Officer Contreras faced forward as he was driving when he heard gunshots. He again faced left 
and observed Gomez fall to the ground. Officer Contreras continued driving forward to get out 
of the line of fire and then parked his vehicle. He and the three other officers exited the vehicle 
and tactically walked up to the Foley Federal Building.  
 
Officer Contreras advised that Gomez was wearing dark clothing, but he was not sure Gomez’ 
race. He stated when he observed the subject running, he may have been holding the firearm 
with his right hand in front of him, possibly pointing in a downward direction. Officer Contreras 
heard officers yelling at Gomez as they gave chase. After the shooting occurred, Officer 
Contreras observed officers render aid to Gomez.  
 
Officer Gregory Stevens 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0316 hours, Detective Mendoza conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer Stevens at the 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the 
interview was LVPPA representative Brian Grammas. Below is a summary of the interview; for 
complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Stevens was assigned to the downtown corridor to augment other units and assist with 
the protestors that were in the area. Officer Stevens received information that an LVMPD officer 
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was down (shot) near the Circus Circus. Officer Stevens and several other officers drove toward 
the Circus Circus located on Las Vegas Boulevard. As they approached the Lloyd D. George 
Courthouse located at 333 Las Vegas Boulevard S., Officer Stevens saw a subject (Gomez) 
running northbound on Las Vegas Boulevard. Officer Stevens observed Gomez holding a long 
gun. 
 
Officer Stevens and his partners stopped and exited their vehicle in front of the courthouse. 
Officer Stevens deployed a rifle. As officers yelled at Gomez, Officer Stevens repositioned 
himself to the front of his vehicle. Officer Stevens looked toward Gomez’ direction and observed 
Gomez lying on the ground. Several officers were positioned in front of Officer Stevens and he 
did not have a clear path to fire his weapon.  
 
Officer Stevens observed Officer Ferguson aiming his firearm and fire shots toward Gomez. 
Officer Stevens was unsure if any other officers fired their weapons.   
 
Officer Russell Laws 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0316 hours, Detective Alsup conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Laws at 333 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the interview was 
LVPPA representative Steve Grammas. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete 
details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Laws stated he was in the area of 8th Street and Carson Avenue with other members of 
his squad when they were asked to relocate to the Circus Circus due to an LVMPD officer having 
been shot.  
 
As the officers drove south on Las Vegas Boulevard, Officer Laws heard gunshots and then 
observed a male in dark clothing (Gomez) walking north. Officer Laws stated Gomez was armed 
with a rifle. The vehicle in front of his stopped and the officers exited the vehicle. Officer Laws 
then heard multiple gunshots. Officer Laws estimated that he heard 10 to 12 gunshots. 
 
Officer Sean Beck 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0301 hours, Detective Alsup conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Beck at 333 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Also present for the interview was 
LVPPA representative Steve Grammas. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete 
details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Beck was travelling in a vehicle with Sergeant Fryman, Officer Friday, and Officer 
Ferguson. The officers had been in the downtown corridor but were requested to move due to 
an LVMPD officer having been shot near the Circus Circus. As the officers traveled south on Las 
Vegas Boulevard, Officer Beck heard several gunshots and observed a male (Gomez) in dark 
clothing carrying a rifle in front of the Lloyd D George Courthouse. 
 
Officer Beck exited the vehicle and heard unknown officers giving Gomez verbal commands. 
Gomez did not comply with the verbal commands issued by officers. Officer Beck then heard 
multiple gunshots.  
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VII. PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT

On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0342 hours, Detective Penny interviewed Sergeant David 
Rose, P# 13527, in refence to the Public Safety Statements he obtained from Sergeant Fryman, 
Officer Emerton, Officer Ferguson, and Officer Locher. Also present during the interview was 
LVPMSA representative Troyce Krumme. Below is the transcript of the interview. Note: Detective 
Penny is designated by BP, Sergeant Rose is designated by DR, and Troyce Krumme is 
designated by TR.

BP: Operator, this is Detective Penny with the Force Investigation Team conducting a Public 

Safety Statement interview with Sergeant Dave Rose, P# 13527, call sign  Date of 

hire of  of ’08. Works out of Convention Center Area Command, squad  RDOs

, shift . Vehicle number 18070. This Public Safety 

Statement interview is reference to an officer-involved shooting that occurred on 06-01 of 

2020, at 2322 hours approximately, in the area of 333 S. Las Vegas Boulevard, under 

event number 200600003702. Time, uh…date is gonna be 06-02 of 2020. Time is gonna 

be 0342 hours. This statement is being conducted in the intersection of Las Vegas 

Boulevard and Bridger. Also present is PMSA Sergeant Troyce Krumme, P# 7167. Is it 

okay to call you Dave?

DR: Yes.

BP: Yy…yy…you’re aware this interview is being recorded?

DR: Yes.

BP: Okay. Uh, can you go over the circumstances, uh, ww…of the Public Safety Statement 

for me please?

DR: Yes. Uh, immediately after the officer-involved shooting, uh, the subject was taken into 

custody. We were able to separate the involved officers from the actual scene the best 

we could. It was still in the midst of, uh, gg…chaos and riot at this point, where people 

were still going through the crime scene, still conflicting with police on scene. Uh, as we 

were getting that secure, in order to make sure that no ss…no stray rounds hit a protester, 

we didn’t have a second shooter outstanding, I had the four involved officers, uh, come 

to the side and I read each one of them the Public Safety Statement. Uh, and then for 

continuity, a short time later, five, ten minutes later, I found out that a fifth officer fired the 

less lethal bean bag round, so I read him the off…the, uh, Public Safety Statement as 

well.
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BP: Okay. And then from the Public Safety Statements you realized that there was no 

additional, uh, citizens or bystanders injured? 

DR: Correct. 

BP: And then after the Public Safety Statement, the notepad that you used to write the 

answers down, um…as you were preparing a briefing or the…another sergeant was 

preparing a briefing, um, they did not have writing implements, you provide your notepad 

to them, and during the chaos of the organizing the crime scene and still active, um, 

rioting and unlawfulness, uh, your notepad, um, went from multiple hands and was, uh, 

out of your possession. 

DR: Correct. 

BP: Okay. And at this time, uh, we’ve made every effort possible to locate the notepad, um, 

unsuccessfully.   

DR: Correct. 

BP: Okay. Um, Troyce, do you have anything? 

TK: I’ve got nothin’. 

BP: Okay. Um, Operator, this will be the end of the interview. Same persons are present. 

Time is gonna be 0344 hours.  
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VIII. DESCRIPTION OF SCENE AND VISIBLE EVIDENCE 
 
On June 02, 2020, at approximately 0104 hours, SCSA Alexander responded to 333 Las Vegas 
Boulevard S. to photograph and document the scene, and photograph and collect evidence. The 
following are some of the photographs taken of the overall scene and items impounded as 
evidence. For additional details, refer to Appendix B to view SCSA Alexander’s corresponding 
Crime Scene Investigation Report in its entirety, and Appendix C to view CSA Taylor’s 
corresponding Evidence Impound Report in its entirety. 
    

       
Above left: View from the top of the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse steps towards Las Vegas Boulevard. 
Above right: Discharged low lethality bean bag round.  
   

     
Above left: Gomez’ in custody location with evidence.  
Above right: Markers of evidence from shooting officers’ positions. 
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Above left: Gomez’ weapon, a Glock 23 in a carbine exoskeleton for rifle conversion, located at the scene. 
Above right: Bullet impacts into the east wall of the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse. 
            
IX. HOSPITAL  
 
On June 02, 2020, at approximately 0050 hours, SCSA Joseph Szukiewicz, P# 5411, responded 
to UMC Trauma Center to photograph and document the body of Jorge Gomez, and photograph 
and collect evidence. For additional details, refer to Appendix D to view SCSA Szukiewicz’ 
corresponding Crime Scene Investigation Report in its entirety, and Appendix E to view SCSA 
Szukiewicz’ corresponding Evidence Impound Report in its entirety.   
 
X. SCENE WALK-THROUGH 
 
The purpose of the scene walk-through was to help investigators develop an understanding of 
the scene, including identifying officer locations at the time deadly force was used, identifying 
potential physical evidence, and re-creating a timeline of the incident.  
 
Sergeant Ryan Fryman  
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0550 hours, Sergeant Fryman provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Lloyd 
2) Sergeant Iacullo 
3) Detective Leavitt 
4) Detective Penny 
5) CSA Supervisor Minello 
6) LVPMSA attorney Dan Coe  
7) LVPMSA representative Troyce Krumme 
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Sergeant Fryman relayed the 
following information: 
 
Gomez raised a long gun toward him and his officers, and Sergeant Fryman believed they were 
going to be shot. 
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Officer Andrew Locher  
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0539 hours, Officer Locher provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Lloyd 
2) Sergeant Iacullo 
3) Detective Leavitt 
4) Detective Penny 
5) CSA Supervisor Minello 
6) LVPPA attorney Adam Gill  
7) LVPPA representative Chad Lyman 
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Locher relayed the 
following information: 
 
Gomez was shooting at officers, so Officer Locher fired. 
 
Officer Vernon Ferguson 
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0545 hours, Officer Ferguson provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Lloyd 
2) Sergeant Iacullo 
3) Detective Leavitt 
4) Detective Penny 
5) CSA Supervisor Minello 
6) LVPPA attorney Adam Gill  
7) LVPPA representative Chad Lyman 
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Ferguson relayed the 
following information: 
 
Gomez was leveling a rifle at him and his partners. In fear that Gomez was going to shoot him 
and his partners, Officer Ferguson fired. 
 
Officer Daniel Emerton  
 
On June 2, 2020, at approximately 0602 hours, Officer Emerton provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Lloyd 
2) Sergeant Iacullo 
3) Detective Leavitt 
4) Detective Penny 
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5) CSA Supervisor Minello 
6) FOP attorney Peter Angulo  
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Emerton relayed the 
following information: 
 
Gomez raised a weapon toward multiple citizens and cops putting lives in danger. Officer 
Emerton believed Gomez’ intent was to harm others. 
 
XI. OFFICER WEAPON COUNTDOWNS 
 
On June 2, 2020, Sergeant Fryman, Officer Emerton, Officer Ferguson, and Officer Locher had 
their duty weapons counted down at LVMPD headquarters to determine the number of rounds 
fired by each officer. Subject and witness officers were photographed by CSI personnel for 
appearance purposes and their weapons were photographed for identification purposes. For 
additional details, refer to Appendix F to view SCSA King’s corresponding Crime Scene 
Investigation Report in its entirety.  
  
Sergeant Fryman  
 
Sergeant Fryman’s countdown occurred at approximately 0635 hours, and the following persons 
were present:  
 
1) Sergeant Fryman 
2) Detective Quinteros  
3) SCSA King 
4) CSA Kennedy 
5) LVPMSA attorney Dan Coe 
 
Sergeant Fryman was dressed in a standard LVMPD long sleeve uniform. He wore LVMPD 
patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Sergeant Fryman wore a 
black duty belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in the Firearms Training 
and Tactics Unit. Sergeant Fryman’s handgun was carried on the right side of his body and 
secured in a holster. 
 
Prior to countdown Sergeant Fryman stated he carried 19 cartridges in the magazine loaded in 
his firearm and one cartridge in the chamber (19+1, 20 total).  
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Make Glock
Model 17 MOS
Serial Number
Caliber 9mm 
Weapon Mounted Light Yes
Ammunition Speer 9mm
Cartridge in Chamber 1
Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 21 cartridges

Countdown: 12 cartridges
Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 20 cartridges

Countdown: 20 cartridges
Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 17 cartridges

Countdown: 17 cartridges

The magazine recovered from the magazine well of Sergeant Fryman’s firearm was a standard 
Glock, 17 cartridge capacity magazine with an extender on it. Per the manufacturer, Taran 
Tactical Innovations, the magazine capacity for 9mm caliber cartridges was 21 not 20 as 
investigators believed.

At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Sergeant Fryman discharged his firearm 
seven times during the incident. When compared to the information provided by Sergeant 
Fyrman and evidence at the scene, detectives concluded Sergeant Fryman discharged his 
firearm seven times. Sergeant Fryman’s firearm, magazine used during the OIS, and cartridges 
were photographed and impounded by SCSA King.

Officer Andrew Locher

Officer Locher’s countdown occurred at approximately 0625 hours, and the following persons 
were present: 

The following persons were present during the countdown:

1) Detective Quinteros
2) Officer Locher
3) SCSA King
4) CSA Kennedy
5) LVPPA representative Chad Lyman

Officer Locher was dressed in a standard LVMPD long sleeve uniform. He wore LVMPD patches 
on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer Locher wore a black duty 
belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in the Firearms Training and Tactics 
Unit. Officer Locher carried a handgun on the right side of his body and secured in a holster.
During the OIS Officer Locher deployed a rifle.

Prior to countdown Officer Locher stated he carried 28 cartridges in the magazine loaded in his 
rifle and no cartridge in the chamber (28+0, 28 total). 
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Make Colt
Model AR15
Serial Number
Caliber .223
Weapon Mounted Light Yes
Ammunition Speer .223
Cartridge in Chamber No*
Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 30 cartridges

Countdown: 22 cartridges
Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 30 cartridges

Countdown: 28 cartridges

*Before relinquishing his rifle to SCSA King, Officer Locher rendered his weapon safe by 
removing all ammunition and the magazine. That action included removing a cartridge from the 
chamber and providing it to SCSA King.  

At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Locher discharged his rifle five
times during this incident. When compared to the information provided by Officer Locher and 
evidence at the scene, detectives concluded Officer Locher discharged his rifle five times. Officer 
Locher’s rifle, magazine used during the OIS, and cartridges were photographed and impounded 
by SCSA King.

Officer Vernon Ferguson

Officer Ferguson’s countdown occurred at approximately 0647 hours, and the following persons 
were present: 

1) Detective Quinteros
2) Officer Ferguson
3) PEAP Peer Counselor Springer
4) SCSA King
5) CSA Kennedy

Officer Ferguson was dressed in a standard LVMPD long sleeve uniform. He wore LVMPD 
patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer Ferguson wore a 
black duty belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in the Firearms Training 
and Tactics Unit. Officer Ferguson’s handgun was carried on the right side of his body and 
secured in a holster.

Prior to countdown Officer Ferguson stated he carried 22 cartridges in the magazine loaded in 
his firearm and one cartridge in the chamber (22+1, 23 total). 
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Make Glock
Model 34 MOS
Serial Number
Caliber 9mm 
Weapon Mounted Light Yes
Ammunition Speer 9mm
Cartridge in Chamber 1
Magazine from Weapon
(following tactical reload)

Capacity: 22 cartridges
Countdown: 22 cartridges

Spare Magazine #1
(used prior to tactical reload)

Capacity: 22 cartridges
Countdown: 18 cartridges

Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 22 cartridges
Countdown: 22 cartridges

Spare Magazine #3 Capacity: 22 cartridges
Countdown: 22 cartridges

During the incident Officer Ferguson conducted a tactical reload, replacing the magazine from 
the magazine well of the firearm with a full capacity magazine, and then secured the original 
magazine on his person. At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Ferguson
discharged his firearm four times during this incident. When compared to evidence at the scene, 
detectives concluded Officer Ferguson discharged his firearm four times. Officer Ferguson’s 
firearm, magazines used during the OIS, and cartridges were photographed and impounded by 
SCSA King.

Officer Daniel Emerton

Officer Ferguson’s countdown occurred at approximately 0647 hours, and the following persons 
were present: 

The following persons were present during the countdown:

1) Detective Mendoza
2) Detective Quinteros
3) Officer Emerton
4) PEAP Peer Counselor Springer
5) SCSA King
6) CSA Kennedy
7) FOP attorney Peter Angulo

Officer Emerton was dressed in a standard LVMPD long sleeve uniform. He wore LVMPD 
patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer Emerton wore a 
black duty belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in the Firearms Training
and Tactics Unit. Officer Emerton carried a handgun on the right side of his body and secured 
in a holster. During the OIS Officer Emerton deployed a rifle.
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Prior to countdown Officer Emerton stated he carried 28 cartridges in the magazine loaded in 
his rifle and no cartridge in the chamber (28+0, 28 total).

Make New Frontier Armory
Model G15
Serial Number
Caliber .223
Weapon Mounted Light Yes
Ammunition Speer .223
Cartridge in Chamber 1
Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 30 cartridges

Countdown: 23 cartridges
Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 20 cartridges

Countdown: 20 cartridges

At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Emerton discharged his rifle four
times during this incident. When compared to evidence at the scene, detectives concluded 
Officer Emerton discharged his rifle four times. Officer Emerton’s rifle, used magazine, and 
cartridges were photographed and impounded by SCSA King.

XII. BODY WORN CAMERA FOOTAGE SUMMARIES

The Axon Flex body worn camera (BWC) time stamps videos in Zulu Time, also known as 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), which is the world time based on a 24-hour clock. The time is 
based on the Prime Meridian, which is zero degrees longitude and passes through Greenwich, 
England.

Officers activated their BWCs at different times during the incident. There was a seven-hour 
negative difference between the event time and displayed Zulu Time. Axon BWCs also have a 
“time drift” where the camera’s internal clock drifts from actual time based on when the cameras 
are synced when the camera is docked. Each BWC can display a different time based on a time 
drift.

Per the manufacturer of the BWCs utilizied by LVMPD, each unit had a battery life expectancy 
of 12 hours. Several of the officers assigned to the protests had previously completed a 10-hour 
shift prior to being reassigned. Many officers’ cameras did not record or were turned on and off 
at various times in an effort to extend the battery life.

BWCs are regularly assigned to uniformed LVMPD officers. During the protests and civil unrest 
which occurred, officers who did not regularly work in a uniformed capacity were in uniform and 
assisting with crowd control and safety actions during the protests. Those officers were not 
assigned BWCs. 

The following BWC video footage summaries are from officers assigned to work the protests
and witness officers whose video footage captured Gomez during the evening. Several other 
patrol officers who worked in the area and had their BWCs activated, but did not capture the OIS
or have interaction with Gomez, will not have their video footage summarized in this report. 
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Officer Kurt Borggard 
 
Officer Borggard wore a BWC during his normal shift assignment on June 1, 2020 and continued 
to wear the BWC when assigned to the protests at the conclusion of his regular shift.  Officer 
Borggard’s BWC was activated and captured the following in reference to Gomez: 
 
Officer Borggard and his team were working in the downtown corridor as a response to the 
protests which had been occurring. Officer Borggard was assisting other officers on a medical 
call. A female was on the ground with two uniformed officers providing her assistance. Gomez 
walked through the medical scene at time stamp of 05:28:55Z. Gomez did not have any contact 
with the officers. The officers continued to provide medical attention to the female until she was 
transported by medical personnel. There were no incidents, and the camera was deactivated.  
  
Officer Borggard activated his camera again at time stamp 06:03:07Z. His gas mask could be 
seen in the camera view. A large group of protesters was approximately a block away from him, 
except for one person who wore a white t-shirt, blue jean shorts, and white socks. The person 
walking was just past a white power box which was located directly in front of Officer Borggard. 
Other uniformed officers were to the left of Officer Borggard and shone their flashlights toward 
the male walking and the power box. One officer could be heard yelling, “413!” which is an 
LVMPD code for person with a gun. The cannister for Officer Borggard’s gas mask blocked much 
of the view of the camera as it continued to record.  
 
Tear gas was deployed toward the protesters and the view of them was lost. Officer Borggard 
moved forward and when the gas dispersed the crowd was no longer visible. Officer Borggard 
and the additional officers maintained their position in the street. The camera was deactivated 
at time stamp of 06:12:40Z. 
 
Officer Shean Oniate 
 
Officer Oniate wore a BWC during his normal shift assignment on June 1, 2020 and continued 
to wear the BWC when assigned to the protests at the conclusion of his regular shift.  Officer 
Oniate’s BWC was activated and captured the following in reference to Gomez: 
 
Officer Oniate and his team were working in the downtown corridor as a response to the protests 
which had been occurring. Officer Oniate was assisting other officers on a medical call. A female 
was on the ground lying on her right side and Officer Oniate was nearest her head. At time stamp 
05:28:54Z, a person wearing white shoes, blue jeans, with a long gun at the right side of his 
body, and a black bag near his thigh was observed walking next to the officers. (Additional video 
and interviews confirmed the person was Gomez.) Officer Oniate and the other officers 
continued to assist the female in medical distress and Gomez continued by without any 
interactions with the officers. The officers continued to provide medical attention for the female 
until she was transported by medical personnel. There were no incidents, and the camera was 
deactivated.  
 
Officer Oniate’s BWC was again activated at time stamp 06:04:53Z. The cannister for Officer 
Oniate’s gas mask blocked the view of the camera. Tear gas could be seen in the air, and “pops” 
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and explosions were heard as Officer Oniate could be heard telling another officer, “On the right, 
there’s a guy with a 413. He has a AR, and he grabbed his gun. He went and grabbed it like 
this.” The officers moved forward, however; the street view was blocked due to the cannister 
placement in front of the BWC. The BWC continued to record with no public interaction captured.  
 
Officer Garrett Connell 
 
Officer Connell wore a BWC during his normal shift assignment on June 1, 2020 and continued 
to wear the BWC when assigned to the protests at the conclusion of his regular shift.  Officer 
Connell’s BWC was activated and captured the following in reference to Gomez: 
 
Officer Connell’s camera was activated at time stamp 06:00:47Z as he walked toward a skirmish 
line of additional officers. Once on the line, a single protester was observed on camera wearing 
a white shirt and blue jean shorts a short distance from Officer Connell and just to the left of a 
white power box located on the west sidewalk. The rest of the protesters were a distance from 
the skirmish line. Officers on the skirmish line pointed out the electrical box to Officer Connell, 
informing him that there was a person with a gun behind it. Officer Connell relayed that 
information to the rest of the officers with him.  
 
Officer Connell and the other officers neared the electrical box when a male (Gomez) emerged 
from behind it. Gomez wore a black mask, black shirt, dark pants, and white shoes. In Gomez’ 
left hand was a white sign, and as he walked away from the officers, they shone their flashlights 
on him. When the lights illuminated Gomez, he turned to face the officers and his right hand 
went to his right hip and he took what appeared to be a drawing stance. As Gomez faced the 
officers, a solo protester wearing a white shirt stood between Gomez and Officer Connell, 
partially blocking the camera view of Gomez. Gomez appeared to stop his movement as he 
faced officers with his hand on his hip. Gomez continued to face the officers as he walked 
backward and maintained a drawing stance. Gomez moved toward the large group of protesters 
before ducking into what looked like an alleyway.  
 
Officer Connell drew his firearm as Gomez re-emerged from the alleyway and pointed it in 
Gomez’ direction. Gomez appeared to put his hands up as he disappeared from camera view 
and into the crowd. Officers can be heard discussing a plan to take Gomez into custody if the 
opportunity presented itself. Tear gas was deployed into the crowd of protesters and visual of 
the crowd was lost. Once the gas had dissipated the crowd appeared to have left. No public 
interaction between Officer Connell and citizens occurred, and Officer Connell deactivated his 
BWC. 
 
Officer Jimmy Velasco 
 
Officer Velasco wore a BWC during his normal shift assignment on June 1, 2020 and continued 
to wear the BWC when assigned to the protests at the conclusion of his regular shift.  Officer 
Velasco’s BWC was activated and captured the following in reference to Gomez: 
 
Officer Velasco and his team were working in the downtown corridor as a response to the 
protests which had been occurring. At time stamp 06:01:51Z, Officer Velasco approached a 
group of officers on a skirmish line and protesters could be seen approximately a block away, 
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except for one subject who wore a white shirt, blue jeans shorts, and had his hands in the air. 
The lone protester was standing to the left of a white power box which was on the sidewalk on 
the west side of the street. 
 
Two uniformed officers appeared on Officer Velasco’s BWC. One of the officers, who wore a 
yellow bike uniform shirt, had his hand on his holstered gun. The officer was standing directly in 
front of Officer Velasco when another uniformed officer moved to Officer Velasco’s left side. The 
officer to Officer Velasco’s left pointed toward the crowd near the power box when a male 
(Gomez) emerged from behind the power box.  
 
Gomez wore all dark clothing and held what appeared to be a white sign in his left hand. Gomez 
quickly moved toward the protesters as officers’ flashlights illuminated him. When Gomez was 
illuminated, he stopped his movement toward the protesters, turned to face the officers and his 
right hand went toward his right hip as if reaching for a firearm. Gomez sidestepped to his left 
with his hand still on his right hip in what appeared to be a drawing position. Gomez continued 
to face the officers as he slowly walked backward toward the protesters while keeping his hand 
on his holstered firearm. None of the officers moved toward Gomez or the protesters as Gomez 
moved out of view and into what appeared to be an alcove or alleyway.  
 
The uniformed officers near Officer Velasco moved in front of him and blocked the BWC view 
momentarily. Gomez was observed exiting the alcove or alleyway. He placed both of his hands 
in the air, turned his back to the officers, and walked into the group of protesters.  
 
A sergeant then went up to Officer Velasco and the other officers around him and advised of a 
plan to take Gomez into custody if an opportunity presented itself. Moments later tear gas was 
deployed which obscured the officers’ view of the protesters. By the time the gas had dissipated 
the protesters had scattered and left the immediate area.  
 
Officer Jason Luoto 
 
Officer Luoto wore a BWC during his normal shift assignment on June 1, 2020 and continued to 
wear the BWC when assigned to the protests at the conclusion of his regular shift.  Officer 
Luoto’s BWC was activated and captured the following in reference to Gomez: 
 
Officer Luoto and his team were working in the downtown corridor as a response to the protests 
which had been occurring. Officer Luoto’s BWC was activated at time stamp 06:03:38Z and was 
partially obstructed by the cannister of the gas mask he was wearing. A crowd of protesters was 
observed approximately a block away, with one protester, who wore a white shirt, blue shorts, 
and had his hands raised in the air, was away from the rest of the crowd and closer to the officers. 
A few feet away from Officer Luoto was a white power box on the right side (west side) of the 
street.  
 
At time stamp 06:04:42Z, flashlights illuminated a male wear a black shirt, blue jeans, and 
carrying a white sign (Gomez), and an officer could be heard telling Officer Luoto and other 
officers to keep their eyes on him. Gomez was then surrounded by other protesters and out of 
BWC view. Tear gas was deployed toward the protesters and the crowd was no longer visible 
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through the smoke. Once the smoke had dissipated, the protesters had vacated the immediate 
area. 
 
Officer Jeramie Johnson 
 
Officer Johnson wore a BWC during his normal shift assignment on June 1, 2020 and continued 
to wear the BWC when assigned to the protests at the conclusion of his regular shift.  Officer 
Johnson’s BWC was activated and captured the following in reference to Gomez: 
 
Officer Johnson and his team were working in the downtown corridor as a response to the 
protests which had been occurring. Officer Johnson activated his BWC at time stamp 06:02:57Z 
and protesters could be seen approximately a block away, except for one subject who wore a 
white shirt, blue jeans shorts, and had his hands in the air. The lone protester was standing near 
the officers, just past a white power box located on the sidewalk on the right side of the street. 
 
There was a group of uniformed officers to the right of Officer Johnson and it appeared their 
attention was focused just past the male. Officer Johnson moved toward the other officers as he 
pointed toward the male wearing a white shirt and flashlights illuminated the area behind the 
male toward the other protesters. At time stamp 06:03:16Z, (still within the 30 second delay with 
no audio) a male (Gomez) was observed peeking between buildings from what appeared to be 
an alcove or alleyway on the west side of the street. The officers illuminated the alcove area as 
Gomez emerged, and he was immediately blocked from BWC view by the protester in the white 
shirt.  
 
Officer Johnson was heard asking another officer if they saw him (Gomez) and was directed by 
an officer giving him landmark visuals to locate Gomez. Officer Johnson gave verbal indication 
that he visually located Gomez and informed the officers that Gomez was open carrying a gun 
on his right hip and an AR (rifle). Tear gas was deployed into the crowd of protesters and Officer 
Johnson attempted to maintain visual of Gomez, however, by the time the smoke had dissipated 
the group of protesters had left the area. 
 
Officer Luis Jacobo 
 
Officer Jacobo was wearing a BWC on June 1, 2020, while assigned to work the protests which 
were occurring. Officer Jacobo’s BWC was activated at the time of the incident, and his camera 
footage depicted the following:  
 
Officer Jacobo and his team were assigned to the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse to assist 
with protecting the facility during protests which were occurring. At time stamp 06:21:43Z, Officer 
Jacobo activated his BWC with the view directed north on Las Vegas Boulevard from the front 
steps of the courthouse. The courthouse steps were divided into two sections with a small 
landing in the middle.  
 
A uniformed officer was observed on the middle landing looking north and appeared to be 
pointing a firearm. The officer on the landing holstered his firearm and moved north down the 
stairs. Another uniformed officer on street level was to the left of the officer on the landing. A 
third officer in a non-LVMPD uniform knelt on the landing at a railing and appeared to be pointing 
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a rifle north. The two LVMPD officers and a third officer, who had not been in BWC view, then 
moved down the stairs and north on the sidewalk. 
 
Officer Jacobo began to follow but stopped once he reached the middle landing of the staircase. 
Two additional LVMPD officers were observed on street level moving north along the sidewalk 
of Las Vegas Boulevard. Officer Jacobo turned and climbed the stairs back to the top of the 
courthouse grounds and informed the officers he was going to maintain his position with them. 
An officer at the top of the stairs gave direction for all the officers with him to maintain their 
positions and stay at the top of the stairs. Officer Jocobo’s BWC view was then facing west 
across Las Vegas Boulevard.  
 
Police vehicles with lights and sirens were observed as they arrived in the area and conversation 
could be heard about an officer that was “down.” The conversation about a downed officer was 
from a separate incident reference an LVMPD officer who had been shot just moments prior to 
the BWC activation. Officer Jacobo’s BWC again faced north, however, no police activity was 
observed in camera view.   
 
XIII. THIRD-PARTY VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE 
 
Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino Video 
 
LVMPD Fusion Watch had outdoor cameras at Las Vegas Boulevard operated and controlled 
by a camera operator. Videos were captured and saved of Jorge Gomez on Las Vegas 
Boulevard. The videos were captured on May 29, 2020 at 2230 hours Universal Time 
Coordinated (UTC) or GMT, approximately three days prior to the OIS.  
 
The video labeled 5_29_2020 10_30_07 PM (UTC-07_00) was of a view from the east side of 
Las Vegas Boulevard southbound. The camera was zoomed to an overhang at the MGM Grand 
near the overhead walking bridge which crossed Las Vegas Boulevard on the north side of 
Tropicana. Located in the intersection were police officers and police vehicles which appeared 
to have Las Vegas Boulevard closed. The camera view stayed focused on a certain area of the 
sidewalk which was blocked by a pillar as it was zoomed in and out.  
 
At time stamp of 1:56, a male in all dark clothing (Gomez) emerged from behind the pillar and 
walked northbound. Gomez walked north on the sidewalk and could be seen wearing a black 
face mask, black shirt, a tactical style vest, blue jeans, white shoes, and carrying a long rifle 
slung over his right shoulder. When Gomez reached Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino (Planet 
Hollywood) he took the staircase from the hotel property down to the street level sidewalk and 
continued north. 
 
As Gomez continued north, the camera angle changed and Gomez was viewed from behind as 
he walked. Visible in the camera view from the new angle was a black bag or satchel slung 
across Gomez’ left side of his back. Gomez passed a group of three unidentified black females 
and an unidentified black male who were walking south. As the group passed Gomez, all of them 
turned their heads and watched him as he walked. Following close behind the group of the 
unidentified male and females was a group of uniformed LVMPD officers. The uniformed officers 
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passed directly next to Gomez and none of the officers made contact with or attempted to stop 
Gomez. 
 
Gomez continued north on the east side of Las Vegas Boulevard and passed the Paris Las 
Vegas Hotel & Casino (Paris Las Vegas). The video then concluded. 
 
Bellagio Las Vegas/Paris Las Vegas North Center Median Camera 
 
LVMPD Fusion Watch had outdoor cameras at Las Vegas Boulevard operated and controlled 
by a camera operator. Videos were captured and saved of Jorge Gomez on Las Vegas 
Boulevard. The videos were captured on May 29, 2020 at 2233 hours UTC, approximately three 
days prior to the OIS. The video labeled 5_29_2020 10_33_22 PM (UTC-07_00) was of the 
northbound view from the center median of Las Vegas Boulevard. The video showed an empty 
Las Vegas Boulevard with a patrol car stopped in the far right (east) travel lane. A group of six 
uniformed LVMPD officers walked away from the vehicle south on Las Vegas Boulevard.  
 
The camera angle changed and followed the officers as they continued to walk south toward 
Planet Hollywood. The officers were a short distance behind a group of three unidentified black 
females and a black male who were also walking south. At time stamp 00:58, Gomez was 
captured walking north and passed the group of officers. As Gomez passed the officers, the 
camera view zoomed in and captured Gomez wearing a black face mask, black shirt, blue jeans, 
white shoes, a tactical vest, a rifle slung over his right shoulder, and a handgun in a cross draw 
position on his left hip. The officers did not stop Gomez or make any contact with him. After 
Gomez and the officers passed each other, the camera view was zoomed out and some of the 
officers were observed turning around and watching Gomez as he continued north on Las Vegas 
Boulevard.  
 
The camera operator stopped following the officers and followed Gomez as he walked north on 
Las Vegas Boulevard to the front of the Paris Las Vegas. The video then concluded.  
 
Fremont Street Overhead Camera 
 
There was pan-tilt- zoom (PTZ) camera, which had an operator who controlled the camera, 
located at the northeast corner of Las Vegas Boulevard and Fremont Street from which video 
was recovered. There was no time or date stamp embedded in the video, however, the footage 
captured was from the night of the OIS. The video file was labeled 6_1_2020 10_49_53 PM 
(UTC-07_00). 
 
The video began with a group of protesters on the south side of Fremont Street, spread from the 
east side of Las Vegas Boulevard across to the west side of Las Vegas Boulevard. Officers from 
NLVPD could be seen holding a skirmish line on the east and south sides of the intersection. 
NLVPD vehicles were parked in the actual intersection with red and blue lights flashing. Fremont 
Street west of that location had been blocked off with the use of sections of large chain link 
fences as well as large trucks. 
 
The camera panned to the north of the intersection and a large group of uniformed LVMPD 
officers could be seen huddled in front of the NLVPD vehicles with several LVMPD vehicles to 
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the north of them. The LVMPD officers moved south through the intersection and joined the 
NLVPD officers on the south side skirmish line which faced Las Vegas Boulevard. Most of the 
crowd was located on Las Vegas Boulevard and spread across the entire street. 
 
At time stamp of 01:57, Gomez was observed on camera on Las Vegas Boulevard in what 
appeared to be the number one southbound travel lane of the street. Gomez was in front of the 
protesters and appeared to be talking to the officers in front of him. The camera view was then 
zoomed in to the west of Gomez, and when it panned out Gomez had stepped back into the 
group of protesters. Gomez was positioned in front of the skirmish line and held a sign in his 
hands. At video time stamp of 06:20, protesters could be seen moving to the east and west side 
of Las Vegas Boulevard toward the sidewalks. Most of the protesters cleared the northbound 
lanes of Las Vegas Boulevard, however, southbound lanes still were heavily occupied.  
 
At time stamp 06:47, Gomez appeared on the west side of the street on the sidewalk just south 
of Fremont Street, close to the officers on the skirmish line, with his sign down and hands clasped 
in front of him about waist level. The camera view moved and focused on different parts of the 
crowd. At time stamp 10:16, the camera view returned to a position where Gomez was again 
visible. Gomez stood on the sidewalk at the northwest corner of Fremont Street and Las Vegas 
Boulevard in front of a large white power box.  
 
At time stamp 10:32, the crowd of protesters, some of whom ran, started to move south on Las 
Vegas Boulevard, however, Gomez remained in his position at the northwest corner in front of 
the power box. The camera view then zoomed south on Las Vegas Boulevard and items could 
be seen flying in the air toward officers. When the camera view returned to the intersection of 
Fremont Street and Las Vegas Boulevard, Gomez was no longer in front of the power box. A 
white object, which appeared to be Gomez’ sign, could be seen on the south side of the power 
box, however, Gomez was not visible. The camera view then zoomed in south on Las Vegas 
Boulevard and captured protesters who again had gathered in the street.  
 
At time stamp 15:17, the camera view panned back to the intersection of Fremont Street and 
Las Vegas Boulevard as tear gas was deployed toward the protesters. Gomez was not observed. 
 
North Las Vegas Police Department (NLVPD) 
 
NLVPD officers had also been working the protests and were in the area of Las Vegas Boulevard 
and Fremont Street the night of the OIS. A request for BWC video, specifically any footage which 
may have captured Gomez, was submitted to NLVPD by Sergeant Iacullo. NLVPD provided two 
BWC video files from footage captured from cameras worn by two sergeants. Below are 
summaries of the BWC footage provided to LVMPD by NLVPD.  
 
NLVPD BWC 1 
 
The letters NLVPD were embedded across the middle of the scene. The video did not contain a 
date or time stamp. Times referenced below are the hours, minutes, and/seconds into viewing 
the video that an action was recorded.  
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The video labeled NLVPD BWC 1 showed uniformed NLVPD officers on a skirmish line as 
protesters walked past them chanting and holding signs. The NLVPD officers changed positions 
and went to the area of Las Vegas Boulevard and Fremont Street. The direction being given to 
the officers was to send the protesters south from their location. At 24:09, the crowd moved 
through the intersection and began to take over the street despite being told to stay on the 
sidewalks by who appeared to be protest organizers. At 34:08, a plan was relayed to the 
sergeant for SWAT officers to arrive and move the crowd from the area. 
 
At 35:18, the sergeant gave direction to the protesters to move to the sidewalks. Shortly after 
35:34, a male (Gomez) appeared on BWC. Gomez held a sign above his head and had a dark 
mask hanging from his face. He wore a black shirt, blue jeans, and white shoes. Gomez had 
what appeared to be armor plates on his chest, a black bag across his waist, and was open 
carrying a rifle over his right shoulder and a handgun on his right hip. Gomez stepped in front of 
the other protesters directly in front of the sergeant and held his sign. The crowd got louder with 
their chants and officers asked protesters to step back.  
 
Gomez stepped to the right of the sergeant and moved forward and attempted to go between 
the officers on the skirmish line. An officer to the right of the BWC video motioned for Gomez to 
step back and said, “Step back,” to which Gomez replied, “Fuck you.” Gomez was again told to 
step back and in an exaggerated manner again yelled, “Fuck you!” The officers did not respond, 
and Gomez moved to the right of them toward another group of officers on the west side of Las 
Vegas Boulevard. The sergeant told the officer on his right who had contact with Gomez, that 
he (Gomez) was looking for a confrontation.  
 
At 38:58, some of the protesters in the front of the group yelled for them to not throw objects. 
Approximately one minute later what sounded like a dispersal order was given, however, the 
crowd was so loud it was difficult to hear on the BWC video. The order was repeated, and the 
crowd slowly began to move. At 45:31, the crowd was still noncompliant. At 45:47, the warning 
was repeated, and pepper balls were deployed. 
 
No further interaction occurred with Gomez. At 1:07:20, gunfire was heard on the video and the 
officers acknowledged the gunfire. 
 
NLVPD BWC 2 
 
The letters NLVPD were embedded across the middle of the scene. The video did not contain a 
date or time stamp. Times referenced below are the hours, minutes, and/seconds into viewing 
the video that an action was recorded.  
 
The video labeled NLVPD BWC 2 showed uniformed NLVPD officers on a skirmish line as 
protesters walked past them chanting and holding signs. At 1:16:23, the NLVPD officers 
changed positions and went to the area of Las Vegas Boulevard and Fremont Street. 
 
At 1:17:44, the sergeant announced to the group, “Hey, this guy’s got an AR, so stand by and 
watch him.” The BWC was partially obstructed due to the gear the sergeant was wearing. The 
BWC faced east on Fremont Street and captured a person who appeared to be Gomez wearing 
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all dark clothing and white shoes. Based on buildings viewable on the video, Gomez appeared 
to be approximately 35 yards from the officers.  
 
The crowd of protesters moved west on Fremont Street toward Las Vegas Boulevard where 
NLVPD officers had formed a skirmish line. The officers moved their line to the middle/west side 
of the intersection which allowed protesters to move onto the south side of Las Vegas Boulevard. 
As the protesters moved, people who appeared to be organizers attempted to keep the 
protesters in a line and told them not to engage with the officers. A voice could be heard telling 
the protesters to stay on the sidewalk, however, many remained on Las Vegas Boulevard. 
 
At 1:32:02, the sergeant relayed to other officers to prepare because a dispersal order was being 
given. It was at that time LVMPD officers could be seen on BWC joining the NLVPD skirmish 
line. As the Sergeant moved, more of the camera view was blocked by his gear. At 1:32:35, 
Gomez was observed on BWC holding his sign and standing in front of the other protesters on 
Las Vegas Boulevard, nearest the officers.  
 
The sergeant stepped toward Gomez, who said, “Nice little paint ball gun, buddy,” and was told 
by the sergeant to back up. Gomez responded by saying, “Fuck you.” Gomez was again told to 
back up or he would go to jail. Another officer was heard saying, “He told you to back up. Back 
up.” It sounded as though Gomez responded, but his response was unintelligible due to the 
noise from the crowd. Only Gomez’ sign was visible at that time due to BWC obstruction. The 
officer with the sergeant made sure the sergeant was aware of the firearm in Gomez’ possession. 
 
Gomez was then observed within the crowd and appeared to be having a conversation with two 
unidentified black males who were in front of the sergeant. A protester pointed a strobing 
flashlight toward the officers and interfered with BWC video. 
 
At 1:34:11, the sergeant left the line and went to the back where he approached a group of 
LVMPD officers. He informed the officers Gomez was wearing a black tactical vest, was armed 
with an AR-15 rifle and handgun and was antagonizing officers. The sergeant returned to the 
front line at 1:34:57, and Gomez was standing in the same position. At 1:36:11, a dispersal order 
was given to the protesters. Only a small window from the BWC was viewable, and Gomez was 
not seen. Approximately a minute and a half later the orders were given for the officers to deploy 
their gas masks. At 1:40:28, the sergeant was informed pepper balls would be deployed to move 
the crowd. The crowd was told to move down the Las Vegas Boulevard or pepper balls would 
be used. Though the BWC view was obstructed, the sounds of pepper balls being deployed 
could be heard.  
 
The view of the BWC became unobstructed when the sergeant had to fix a problem with his 
pepper ball gun. Most of the crowd had dispersed and gone south on Las Vegas Boulevard as 
pepper balls were fired. A few protesters were still observed standing on the sidewalk. At 
1:41:53, Gomez was observed on BWC on the west sidewalk nearest where the officers had 
been at the intersection of Fremont Street. Gomez stood next to (on the north side) a white 
power box while the sergeant worked to fix a malfunction with his pepper ball gun. Once the 
weapon was fixed, the sergeant turned and the BWC view was of the west side of the street and 
Gomez was no longer in that position. At 1:43:17, Gomez was observed against the wall on the 
south side of the white power box where he would be out of view from most of the officers.  As 
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the sergeant faced the power box, with the BWC only viewing the north side of the power box, 
he yelled, “See your hands! Hands!” 
 
The BWC panned toward the left (south) and captured flashlights illuminating Gomez as he 
walked south away from the power box. Gomez faced the officers and with his right hand on his 
hip where he had a handgun holstered, walked backward toward the crowd. Officers were heard 
yelling, “413!” a code for person with a gun. Gomez then ducked into an alcove and disappeared 
from BWC view. Officers continued to illuminate the alcove where Gomez had ducked into, and 
at 1:43:56, the sergeant drew his firearm, pointed it toward the alcove, and yelled, “Drop the gun! 
Drop your gun!” as Gomez slowly walked out of the alcove. Additional officers could be heard 
yelling the same commands to Gomez to drop his gun. Gomez did not comply.  
 
At 1:44:21, Gomez walked out of the alcove and into the crowd with his hands raised and 
blended into the group of protesters. The sergeant told other officers around him, “He’s got to 
go,” referring to Gomez.  
 
Tear gas was deployed, and additional pepper balls were fired toward the crowd of protesters. 
The sergeant moved behind the skirmish line to don his gas mask. Once the smoke dissipated 
and the sergeant made it back to the skirmish line, most of the protesters had cleared from the 
area. The sergeant located a NLVPD lieutenant to get further directions. As the two talked, the 
sergeant informed the lieutenant they needed to get Gomez into custody. The sergeant stated 
he observed Gomez behind the corner with his gun in his hand.  
 
No further interaction occurred with Gomez. At 2:02:41, gunfire was heard, and the officers 
acknowledged the gunfire. 
 
The D Las Vegas Hotel & Casino 
 
Video recovered from the D Las Vegas Hotel & Casino (the D) titled 6_1_2020 11_19_59 PM 
(UTC-09_00) was from a PTZ camera, but it had been placed in a fixed angle from on top of the 
hotel. The camera was recording from a far distance which caused the quality of the video to be 
diminished. Certain items were clear; however, individuals were pixelated, and specific 
movements were indiscernible. The camera view pointed in a southeast direction and showed 
Las Vegas Boulevard and Bridger Avenue. The view of Las Vegas Boulevard was obstructed 
due to the size of the Foley Federal Building on the west wide of the street located at 300 Las 
Vegas Boulevard S. The camera showed the stairs leading up to the Lloyd D. George U.S. 
Courthouse on the east side of the street at 333 Las Vegas Boulevard S. There was no 
embedded time or date stamp on the video from the D, however the recording obtained was 
from the night of the OIS. 
 
The video showed marked black and white police vehicles and unmarked police vehicles with 
red and blue lights flashing traveling south on Las Vegas Boulevard in the southbound lanes 
through Bridger Avenue. A group of people could be seen at the corner of Bridger Avenue and 
Las Vegas Boulevard on the southeast corner (left side of screen). The sidewalk on the east 
side of the road was an extra wide sidewalk (approximately 15 yards wide) with three different 
circular bench seating areas spaced out from Bridger Avenue to the steps of the Lloyd D George 
Courthouse. Two people could be seen walking south on the sidewalk on the east side of Las 
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Vegas Boulevard, two people, referred to as Person #3 and Person #4, seated at the middle 
circular bench.  
 
The first person (Gomez) in the video appeared to be approximately 70 yards south of Bridger 
Avenue and was near the third set of benches and closest to the steps of the courthouse. Gomez 
was not walking in the middle of the sidewalk, but rather was “hugging” the east wall/planter 
which stood over ten feet tall. 
 
The second person, referred to as Person #2, was possibly rolling on something with wheels, 
and moved south in between the first set of benches nearest Bridger Avenue and the second 
set of benches.  
 
The stairs to the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse were at the south end of Las Vegas 
Boulevard (far top right of the screen) in view of the camera just over the Foley Federal Building. 
The stairs were separated into two separate flights with a landing in the middle. People could be 
seen moving at the top of the stairs, but due to the limitations of the video it could not be 
determined who or how many. 
 
Person #2 reached the second bench and appeared to meet up with Person #3 and Person #4. 
The group appeared to stay between the second and third benches as they moved back and 
forth between the two. It appeared from the video this group was possibly on skateboards due 
to the appearance of a rolling movement. 
 
As Person #2 - #4 moved between the benches, Gomez continued south, almost reaching the 
steps of the courthouse. Once Gomez reached the pillars near the steps, he stopped, and it 
appeared he was illuminated by a light coming from the south. Gomez turned and walked west 
toward Las Vegas Boulevard. While Gomez walked west on the sidewalk, the camera no longer 
had a view of him due to the Foley Federal Building blocking the view. At that time, it appeared 
there were possibly four individuals at the top of the stairs of the courthouse, all on the north 
side nearest Gomez’ location. One of those individuals shone a light for approximately five 
seconds. 
 
As that occurred, Person #2 - #4, were headed north on the sidewalk of Las Vegas Boulevard 
toward Bridger Avenue. The group moved quickly and appeared to possibly be on skateboards.  
 
There was more movement at the top of the courthouse stairs as one individual began quickly 
descending the stairs west toward Las Vegas Boulevard. One of the other people at the top of 
the stairs moved quickly down the stairs in a northwest direction and paused upon reaching the 
landing. The person who stopped on the landing shone a flashlight toward the north and slowly 
moved forward down the second flight of stairs. A third person moved from the top of the 
staircase and joined the person on the landing. 
 
As the individual on the landing shone their light north, Gomez appeared in camera view and 
was running north on the sidewalk. Gomez was in the middle of the sidewalk as he ran and when 
he crossed the second set of benches, which was not visible in the shadows. As Gomez was in 
the shadow of the benches, there was movement from the right side of the screen from behind 
the view of the Foley Federal Building. This movement appeared to be a person moving east on 
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Las Vegas Boulevard toward Gomez. As Gomez reached the second set of benches and 
disappeared from camera view into the shadows, a group of people at Bridger Avenue and Las 
Vegas Boulevard (to include Person #2 - #4) began running west away from the area.  
 
As Gomez continued to run and exited the shadows of the benches, he fell forward and came to 
rest just north of the second set of benches. Individuals who had been obscured by the Foley 
Federal Building moved into camera view and shone lights east across Las Vegas Boulevard 
toward Gomez. The individuals from the stairs of the courthouse quickly moved north on the 
sidewalk toward Gomez’ location and shone their lights north. As the individuals moved toward 
Gomez, the camera from the D shifted to the right and faced a more westerly direction for just 
under a minute before being turned back toward the courthouse and then zooming in the view. 
 
The camera faced where Gomez laid and was zoomed in on the activity. Six uniformed officers 
were visible as they approached Gomez. Gomez was prone on his stomach with his head toward 
the wall (east) and legs toward Las Vegas Boulevard. Additional police vehicles and officers 
were on Las Vegas Boulevard adjacent to Gomez and faced north, as well as several officers 
south of Gomez’ position on the south side of the middle (second) benches. 
 
The officers who approached Gomez wore tactical gear and one carried a ballistic shield. The 
officers encircled Gomez. The officer with the ballistic shield held the shield in front of him and 
faced away from Gomez as another officer kicked what appeared to be a rifle away from Gomez’ 
body. Two officers leaned over Gomez as they took him into custody. The others seemed to 
watch for any groups or crowds.  
 
After Gomez was handcuffed, one of the officers picked up the rifle which had been moved away 
from Gomez and moved it farther from his location and nearer the wall on the east side. That 
same officer then returned to Gomez and appeared to be searching him as additional officers 
approached their location. The video then concluded. 
 
Foley Federal Building  
 
Foley ADA Entry North Part 1 
 
The Foley Federal Building had a surveillance camera on the front (east) entrance doors. The 
camera had an embedded title of CAM 15 L.V. Blvd. ADA Entry Nor. The video titled 0 – 2020-
06-01 23-00-00, recorded the following the night of the OIS: 
 
The camera was a PTZ camera but was in a fixed position and pointed south on Las Vegas 
Boulevard. The video started with an empty Las Vegas Boulevard and five individuals at the 
bottom of the steps of the Foley Federal Building.  Toward the top of the video, and across Las 
Vegas Boulevard to the east, the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse could be seen. The stairs 
leading up to the U.S. Courthouse were clear and movement could be seen at the top of the two-
tier staircase. 
 
At time stamp 23:02:35, a group of individuals walked south on the sidewalk in front of the U.S. 
Courthouse. A person could be seen paralleling them at the top of the U.S. Courthouse steps, 
however, the group appeared to have no contact with him. The group appeared to walk at a 
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casual pace and passed the stairs to the U.S. Courthouse by time stamp 23:03:10. Due to the 
distance, their actions were indistinguishable on the video.  
 
Pedestrian traffic continued on the west sidewalk of Las Vegas Boulevard in front of the Foley 
Federal Building. At time stamp 23:04:06, individuals could be seen across the street at the U.S. 
Courthouse walking north and down the stairs toward the sidewalk. Due to the distance, the 
identities of the individuals could not be determined, but appeared to be two people. As those 
individuals walked north and out of camera view, a large group of people walked south in front 
of the U.S. Courthouse stairs. As the group passed the courthouse, two individuals were 
observed moving what appeared to be construction cones from out of Las Vegas Boulevard 
toward the east sidewalk before ascending the stairs to the courthouse grounds.  
 
People were observed walking both north and south on the sidewalks on both sides of Las Vegas 
Boulevard until time stamp 23:14:08 when groups of people were observed running south on 
both the east and west sidewalks of Las Vegas Boulevard. During the next few minutes people 
continued south and flashlights could be seen from the top of the courthouse steps shone down 
toward Las Vegas Boulevard. 
 
At time stamp 23:20:43, police vehicles with emergency equipment travelled south into camera 
view. The vehicles pulled along the southeast end of the courthouse. Additional police vehicles 
stopped near the camera and officers exited the vehicles as pedestrians along the sidewalk ran 
away from them. During the next few minutes marked police vehicles continued to arrive, and 
officers chased after and detained people in the area.  
 
A line of police vehicles traveling south on Las Vegas Boulevard formed in the street at time 
stamp 23:23:28. The camera then went in and out of focus, presumably from the flashing 
emergency lights. At time stamp 23:23:47, a person appeared on camera on the east side of 
Las Vegas Boulevard who walked along the north pillars at the base of the courthouse stairs. 
The person walked south along the sidewalk, then at 23:24:00, stopped while in front of the US 
Courthouse. The person remained stationary until time stamp 23:24:14 when a flashlight was 
shined from the top of the courthouse stairs toward the person and the person slowly moved 
south. 
 
The person took small steps and moved the distance of approximately six pillars. At time stamp 
23:24:35, a person was observed at the top of the courthouse stairs as he quickly descended 
the stairs toward the person slowly walking. At time stamp 23:24:37, the person at the bottom of 
the stairs turned and ran north on Las Vegas Boulevard when the person from the top of the 
stairs was about to reach him. As the person ran north and reached the north end of the 
courthouse stairs, he ran into an orange construction cone as a light was shone from the top of 
the stairs toward him. The person appeared to look over his right shoulder, stumbled, and fell 
forward and out of camera view at time stamp 23:24:44. 
 
The person who descended the staircase, as well as others who appeared from the top of the 
courthouse stairs, initially appeared to give chase to the person running but stopped and 
remained at the stairs. A group was observed running north on the east Las Vegas Boulevard 
sidewalk at time stamp 23:25:04, and a group from the top of the stairs at the courthouse moved 
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north as they descended the stairs. The two groups continued north on the sidewalk and out of 
camera view.  
 
Additional police vehicles and officers moved north on Las Vegas Boulevard. At time stamp 
23:28:28, the camera angle rotated and moved to focus on the east sidewalk directly across 
from the entrance to the Foley Federal Building. In view of the camera were numerous police 
vehicles and uniformed officers that moved around Las Vegas Boulevard. At time stamp 
23:31:36, the camera once again moved farther to the north (left) and focused on the east side 
of Las Vegas Boulevard. A group of people could be seen on the east sidewalk with flashlights 
that were shone at the ground and additional officers were still on Las Vegas Boulevard. The 
camera continued to go in and out of focus.  
 
At time stamp 23:31:45, what appeared to be a City of Las Vegas Fire Rescue (LVFR) fire engine 
came into camera view as it moved south on Las Vegas Boulevard and stopped just in camera 
view. What appeared to be fire personnel went toward the sidewalk and join the group there. At 
time stamp 23:35:08, it appeared a gurney was lifted from the ground and wheeled north on the 
sidewalk behind the LVFR truck and out of camera view. At time stamp 23:38:01, a LVFR 
ambulance unit moved into camera view as it travelled south on Las Vegas Boulevard, followed 
by a marked police vehicle, and two minutes later, the LVFR fire truck followed.  
 
Once LVFR personnel departed, the sidewalk area on the east side of Las Vegas Boulevard 
was cleared and police movement and activity continued on the street. The video continued with 
this same activity until time stamp 23:55:55 when it ended. 
 
Foley ADA Entry North Part 2 
 
The Foley Federal Building had a surveillance camera on the front (east) entrance doors. The 
camera had an embedded title of CAM 15 L.V. Blvd. ADA Entry Nor. The video was titled 0 – 
2020-06-01 23-55-55, which captured the following the night of the OIS: 
 
The camera was a PTZ camera but was in a fixed position and pointed in a east direction toward 
the east sidewalk of Las Vegas Boulevard north of the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse. There 
were several police vehicles stopped on Las Vegas Boulevard with emergency equipment 
activated. Yellow crime scene tape was stretched going north and south in between the vehicles 
on Las Vegas Boulevard. A uniform officer was observed walking near a marked police vehicle 
which faced north and was closest to the east sidewalk.  
 
A group of officers walked into camera view from the west and went north on the west sidewalk 
of Las Vegas Boulevard. The video ended at 00:00:00. 
 
Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse  
 
Courthouse North 
 
Temporary moveable crime cameras had been placed around the courthouse in different 
locations to monitor activity around the building during protests. The camera which will be 
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referred to as Courthouse North and video titled 6_1_2020 11_22_59 PM (UTC-07_00) recorded 
the following the night of the OIS: 
 
The camera was a PTZ camera but appeared to be in a fixed position and pointed in a northwest 
direction from the courthouse toward the intersection of Bridger Avenue and Las Vegas 
Boulevard. The video started with the camera view scanning south on Las Vegas Boulevard 
from Bridger Avenue and captured police vehicles which were stopped in the southbound lanes, 
facing south on Las Vegas Boulevard.  The camera view zoomed in on a group of what appeared 
to be six uniformed officers moving from the street to the west behind the vehicles, with another 
uniformed officer facing east, standing in the roadway with a rifle up in a shooting position.   
 
The camera view zoomed out and the officer in the street lowered the rifle and moved back 
toward the vehicles. Additional marked LVMPD vehicles traveled north on Las Vegas Boulevard. 
The east sidewalk of Las Vegas Boulevard was visible, and a group of officers could be seen on 
the lower portion of the screen just south and west of where the initial group of officers was 
positioned.  
 
A group of officers wearing chest protectors and carrying shields and were seen moving in a line 
north on the east sidewalk but were partially obstructed from the camera view by large trees. 
The officers that moved north had flashlights which could be seen illuminating the sidewalk, and 
they positioned themselves under one of the trees and out of the camera view. One officer stood 
just north of the tree in view and held a shield in front of his body as he looked in a northwest 
direction toward Bridger Avenue. A moment later an additional officer appeared behind the shield 
officer and placed an object (Gomez’ rifle) on the ground behind him. That same officer then 
disappeared out of camera view under the tree.  
 
Additional officers and police vehicles arrived on Las Vegas Boulevard and moved in various 
locations on the street or toward the Foley Federal Building located on the west side of the street 
at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. Flashlights could be seen moving from under the canopy of the 
tree where officers had positioned themselves. An additional officer moved from under the tree 
and took a position slightly to the east of the shield officer. He appeared to be watching north of 
their location and had a flashlight that was illuminating the pavement toward the north. 
 
Police activity on Las Vegas Boulevard continued and the original group of officers remained 
obscured from camera view by the tree on the sidewalk. An additional officer stepped to the east 
from under the cover of the tree and into camera view. No actions could be seen to indicate what 
this officer’s responsibilities were at that time.  
 
An additional officer stepped into camera view directly behind the shield officer, leaned over and 
picked up Gomez’ rifle, and moved it near a tree northeast of their location and next to another 
officer. The officer then returned toward the group and out of camera view.  
 
Movement continued with additional officers from Las Vegas Boulevard moving toward the group 
on the sidewalk. The video then ended. 
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Courthouse South 
 
The camera which will be referred to as Courthouse South was a fixed camera in an elevated 
position on the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse. The video titled 6_1_2020 11_17_47 PM 
(UTC-07_00) recorded by that camera captured the following on June 1, 2020, after dispersal 
orders had been given to protesters north of this location on Las Vegas Boulevard: 
 
The camera faced downward toward Las Vegas Boulevard and captured the southwest side of 
the courthouse and just north of the stairs leading to the front of the building. To the top right 
(northeast) of the screen, two circular benches which were on the east sidewalk were visible as 
well. 
 
At the start of the video, four marked LVMPD vehicles traveled south on Las Vegas Boulevard 
in the southbound travel lanes. Toward the top of the screen an individual was seen near the 
farthest north bench. Toward the south side of the courthouse stairs, there appeared to be a 
group of people who walked south on the east sidewalk of Las Vegas Boulevard. Farther south 
ahead of that group was another group of people. On the west side of Las Vegas Boulevard 
individuals were also seen walking south on the sidewalk.  
 
A person was seen running south to north on the east sidewalk with a police vehicle closely 
behind. Officers exited the vehicle and ran north toward the group on the sidewalk and appeared 
to apprehend them. One of the police vehicles that had been traveling south turned east toward 
the group and the officers exited their vehicles to assist. 
 
From the north end of the camera view, additional police vehicles were seen traveling south on 
Las Vegas Boulevard, and a large group of people were observed running south on the west 
sidewalk of Las Vegas Boulevard. As that was occurring, multiple police officers and citizens 
were observed running west through a pedestrian walkway at the south end of the Foley Federal 
Building as well as at the south end of the camera view on Las Vegas Boulevard. During the 
commotion, flashlights were shone from the top of the courthouse stairs toward Las Vegas 
Boulevard, illuminating people as they ran to evade being taken into custody.   
 
A large number of officers returned to Las Vegas Boulevard. The vehicles that were on the street 
and numerous additional police vehicles traveled south on Las Vegas Boulevard in the 
southbound lanes. An individual (Gomez) came into camera view and was observed walking at 
the north end of the courthouse stairs west toward Las Vegas Boulevard.  
 
At the edge of the courthouse stairs, at street level, were pillars or vehicle barriers that created 
a separation or barrier at the sidewalk to the stairs. Gomez walked along the barrier on the north 
end. He then turned south and walked in front of seven barriers, or approximately 30 feet, and 
stopped. Gomez appeared to walk at an average pace and took approximately 20 seconds to 
pass a total of at least 12 pillars, or approximately 66 feet.  
 
Gomez did not move for approximately 14 seconds. Approximately 10 seconds after Gomez had 
stopped moving, what was believed to be a person came into camera view at the top of the 
stairs. The person at the top of the stairs illuminated Gomez and Gomez began to move south 
again. As Gomez moved south, he appeared to move very slowly and crossed approximately 
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five pillars, or approximately 30 feet, in approximately 23 seconds, as compared previously to 
the 12 pillars (66 feet) in 20 seconds.  
 
As Gomez walked south, two officers moved down the staircase toward him. The first officer 
only went down a few steps while the other officer went to the landing and appeared to run 
toward Gomez. At that time, Gomez turned back north and ran. As Gomez ran, a third officer 
ran down the stairs in a northwest direction toward Gomez. The first officer to go down the stairs 
made it to the sidewalk and proceeded to run north toward Gomez. The second officer who had 
gone to the landing and stopped, shone a flashlight toward Gomez which could be seen 
illuminating the ground as Gomez ran. Gomez ran north in the middle of the sidewalk and passed 
the first set of benches closest to the stairs. As Gomez ran, the officers from the stairs stayed in 
the general area of the courthouse stairs. 
 
As Gomez passed the first set of benches on the sidewalk, he could not clearly be seen on video 
due to the shadows cast from the landscaping. One of the officers from the stairs illuminated the 
area with a flashlight, but still Gomez could not be seen. As Gomez left the shadow, he reached 
the second set of benches and went to the ground. Gomez was at the edge of the video screen 
and could not clearly be seen. The officers from the stairs maintained their positions but 
appeared to look north toward Gomez’ location.  
 
Additional officers came into camera view as they ran south to north on the east sidewalk of Las 
Vegas Boulevard and passed the courthouse stairs. Officers from the courthouse stairs grouped 
together and moved toward Gomez’ location. The video continued for an additional 17 minutes 
as officers stayed in the area where Gomez was located. At the time stamp of 17:17, what 
appeared to be a Las Vegas City Fire (LVCF) Rescue unit traveled south on Las Vegas 
Boulevard into camera view and was followed by an LVMPD marked patrol unit. The two vehicles 
traveled south and out of camera view. Approximately two minutes later, what appeared to be a 
LVCF Engine traveled into camera view south on Las Vegas Boulevard and continued south 
until it was out of camera view. The video then concluded. 
 
Crime Tower 10, Camera 2 
 
The camera which will be referred to as Crime Tower 10, Camera 2 was a PTZ camera which 
had been placed in a fixed angle from on top of the north side of the Lloyd D. George U.S. 
Courthouse stairs. The video titled 6_1_2020 11_20_29 PM (UTC-07_00) recorded by the 
camera captured the following on the night of the OIS: 
 
The camera faced in a northwest direction and captured northbound on Las Vegas Boulevard 
and across the street toward the Foley Federal Building. The camera captured the north side of 
the stairs which led to the courthouse and a locked pedestrian gate which led to an employee 
parking area for the courthouse. Behind the locked gate were several uniformed officers who 
appeared to be staged. There were several marked black and white LVMPD patrol vehicles 
facing south on Las Vegas Boulevard and slowly moving. 
 
An extra wide sidewalk ran north and south on the east side of Las Vegas Boulevard and 
narrowed at the start of the courthouse stairs. The stairs to the courthouse were surrounded by 
pillars or posts to prevent vehicles from being able to access the stairs. A male (Gomez) 
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appeared in camera view as he walked south along the large cement wall separating the secured 
parking area from the sidewalk and turned to his right (west) and moved along the sidewalk 
toward Las Vegas Boulevard. When he reached the corner pillar, Gomez turned to his left and 
walked south on Las Vegas Boulevard in front of the courthouse. Gomez walked approximately 
30 feet, or past seven barriers, and stopped. When Gomez stopped, he placed his hands in front 
of his waist and appeared to clasp his hands. Gomez could be seen in the video wearing a black 
face mask, black shirt, blue jeans, white shoes, and had a large black bag strapped across the 
left side of his back. He appeared to walk at an average pace and took approximately 20 seconds 
to pass a total of at least 12 pillars or walk approximately 66 feet before he stopped. 
 
Gomez remained in a stopped position in front of the courthouse for approximately 14 seconds. 
Gomez moved his left foot as if to continue south on Las Vegas Boulevard when he was 
illuminated with light which appeared to come from his left (east) side. Gomez looked toward the 
light and then began to walk with a slow and deliberate heel to toe type of gait, taking him at 
least five steps to reach the next pillar (approximately 5.5 feet) which was out of camera view. 
 
Gomez proceeded south on Las Vegas Boulevard out of camera view and was out of view for 
20 seconds before he was seen running north on Las Vegas Boulevard, just off of the sidewalk. 
Gomez ran back onto the sidewalk as he struck a large orange construction cone when a light 
was shone in his direction from the stairs of the courthouse. The officer who shone the light 
stepped into camera view as he moved down the north stairs, and Gomez stumbled into Las 
Vegas Boulevard and fell onto his hands and knees. The officer who shone the light continued 
to track Gomez and drew his firearm from his holster. Gomez got back onto his feet and ran 
northeast out of camera view, and due to the landscaping obstructing the officer’s view, the 
officer immediately re-holstered his weapon. A second officer came into camera view from the 
sidewalk as he ran north on Las Vegas Boulevard and stopped when he reached the cone 
Gomez had run into previously. The officer on the sidewalk turned and walked back south out of 
camera view.     
 
As Gomez went out of camera view, another officer was observed going onto the north stairs of 
the courthouse and taking a kneeling position to the right of the officer with the flashlight. The 
officer in the kneeling position took what appeared to be a patrol rifle (AR-15) and aimed it north 
on Las Vegas Boulevard to where Gomez was last observed on camera. Officers shone their 
flashlights north on the sidewalk and then moved forward. As they moved forward, a group of 
four officers emerged from the stairs (including the officer with the flashlight and the officer with 
the rifle) and quickly moved north toward the last location Gomez was observed. These officers 
were joined by four other officers who were north on the sidewalk of Las Vegas Boulevard. All 
of the officers moved out of camera view as they went behind the landscaping. 
 
More officers and several police vehicles traveled north on Las Vegas Boulevard to their location 
before the video ended. 
 
Crime Tower 10, Camera 1 
 
The camera which will be referred to as Crime Tower 10, Camera 1 was a PTZ camera which 
had been placed in a fixed angle from on top of the north side of the Lloyd D. George U.S. 
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Courthouse stairs. The video titled 6_1_2020 11_20_27 PM (UTC-07_00) recorded by that 
camera captured the following the night of the OIS: 
 
The camera faced in a southwest direction and captured southbound Las Vegas Boulevard and 
across to the back of the historic Fifth Street School located at 401 S 4th Street. The camera 
captured the top of the courthouse stairs where uniformed officers were spread out in a single 
file line. The stairs consisted of two short flights with a landing in between them before reaching 
street level and the sidewalk. Las Vegas Boulevard was closed to vehicles and had numerous 
police cars and officers in the street.  
 
At the start of the video, a group of officers were huddled together on the north side of the 
courthouse stairs. An officer farthest north was armed with an orange low lethality shotgun that 
was aimed north. There was an officer to his rear who held a flashlight and it too was aimed 
north. Another officer to the right (east) of the flashlight officer was standing in a “ready position” 
with his right hand on his hip as if he were prepared to draw his firearm. It appeared there was 
another officer to the right of the low lethality officer, however, only a small portion of his head 
was visible on camera. 
 
As the group of officers remained huddled in the corner of the camera view, two additional 
officers who had been in the line on the stairs moved toward the group. The group spread out 
as the low lethality officer appeared to lower his weapon but stepped out of camera view. The 
officers all stood at the top of the stairs. 
 
Las Vegas Boulevard had more vehicles that moved south and filled the street. The low lethality 
officer’s upper body was in camera view and he again appeared to shoulder the weapon as if 
prepared to fire. Two of the officers to his left moved down the stairs, with the officer farthest left 
running down the stairs as he arrived at the landing. The low lethality officer fired his weapon at 
least five times toward the north/northwest. It was unknown what the officers were chasing or 
why the low lethality officer fired.  
 
The other officer who had started down the stairs was armed with what appeared to be a patrol 
rifle (AR-15) and ran toward the low lethality officer as he raised and pointed his weapon 
northbound and went out of camera view. The group of officers that had been huddled to the 
north were all out of camera view as officers from the south on Las Vegas Boulevard ran north 
on both the east and west sidewalks of Las Vegas Boulevard toward the camera and where the 
officers were located. Additional officers from on top of the courthouse stairs also ran toward the 
north side and out of camera view. 
 
The camera was controlled by an operator who panned to the north side of the stairs, across 
Las Vegas Boulevard to the Foley Federal Building, then directly north. Once directly north the 
camera view captured the north parking lot of the courthouse and could see the large wall that 
separated the employee parking lot from Las Vegas Boulevard. On the west side of the wall 
were large landscaping trees which obstructed and blocked the view of the camera from 
capturing what took place on the sidewalk. The camera operator attempted to zoom and pan to 
locate where the officers were at but was unable to do so through the landscaping. The camera 
view was then returned to its original position and the video ended. 
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Social Media 
 
Several videos were located and sent to detectives from social media feeds. The below 
summarized videos were located on various social posts. 
 
Fremont Street Image 1 
 
A short video of Gomez on Fremont Street, titled IMG_7082, was recorded by an unknown 
person. The video was only two seconds in duration and appeared to be taken using a cell phone 
camera. The video was of Gomez standing with a black face mask pulled down and on his neck. 
He wore a black short sleeved shirt, black tactical style vest, blue jean, had a long gun (rifle) 
slung over his right shoulder, a handgun in a holster on his right hip, and a black satchel or bag 
slung across his waist and draped over his left leg. Gomez held a large white paper sign that 
read, “Trump 4 JAIL 2A CHANGE.” 
 
The camera view zoomed in on Gomez’ waist to show the rifle and handgun before ending.  
 
Fremont Street Image 2 
 
A short video of Gomez on Fremont Street, titled IMG_7083, was recorded by an unknown 
person. The video was 10 seconds in duration and appeared to be taken using a cell phone 
camera. The video showed Gomez wearing a black short sleeved shirt, a black tactical armor 
vest, blue jeans, white shoes, with a long gun with a sling over his right shoulder and a handgun 
in a holster on his right hip. 
 
The camera view zoomed in to show the long gun worn on Gomez’ shoulder, which extended 
down the right side of his body, as well as the holstered handgun on his right hip. A black bag 
was visibly draped across the front of Gomez’ body as well. The camera also captured an image 
of Gomez’ face from the right side of his body.  
 
North Courthouse Phone Recording 
 
A video which was labeled North Courthouse Phone Recording was 13 second in duration and 
showed five unidentified juveniles at the north end of the Las Vegas Boulevard east sidewalk. 
The camera view pointed toward the east at Gomez, who walked along the east wall of the Las 
Vegas Boulevard sidewalk. The wall which Gomez walked along separated the sidewalk from 
the secure parking lot of the Lloyd D. George U.S. Courthouse.  
 
Gomez could be seen in a black shirt, blue jeans, white shoes, and what appeared to be a rifle 
over his right shoulder. As Gomez walked south, one of the juveniles in front of the camera lifted 
his phone and recorded or took a photograph of Gomez.  
 
A person in the background could be heard saying, “Woah, woah, woah. You see that shit right 
there?” One of the juveniles in the group stated, “He’s got a big ass machine gun.” 
 
Gomez continued to walk south along the wall when the video ended.  
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Reno Gazette-Journal 
 
A screen capture was done from an article by Ed Komenda with the Reno Gazette-Journal. The 
headline read, “LIVE: 2 shootings reported in Las Vegas after protests: Victims are a police 
officer, man.” The video file was titled RGJ skateboarder. 
 
There was an embedded video in the article that had individuals riding skateboards north on the 
east sidewalk of Las Vegas Boulevard, which connected to the Lloyd D. George U.S. 
Courthouse. The skateboarders were next to circular benches which lined the center of the wide 
sidewalk. A title across the bottom of the video read, “Bro they killed him…” 
 
The camera view zoomed in south toward the stairs of the courthouse as “popping” noises could 
be heard. The camera view continued to zoom in toward the stairs of the courthouse and the 
video became very pixelated. There appeared to be individuals running down (going north) the 
stairs of the courthouse. Another individual ran north along the sidewalk away from the stairs 
and toward the person taking the video. A person near the camera could be heard yelling, “Oh, 
he has a gun!” as the camera faced toward the ground and the videographer ran. The video 
continued recording as the videographer ran. The image was a blur, however. several gunshots 
could be heard. Other individuals in the video could be seen running and somebody said, “They 
killed that dude,” and another exclaimed, “They killed that niggga!” 
 
The entire video was 26 seconds in duration. 
 
After OIS 
 
A video titled After OIS was taken after Gomez was shot, titled After OIS. The video was filmed 
by an unknown person and appeared to have been recorded using a cell phone camera. The 
camera view was pointed across Las Vegas Boulevard, south of Bridger Avenue, from in front 
of the Foley Federal Building located at 300 Las Vegas Boulevard S. The videographer panned 
the camera to his right in a southeast direction and an individual (Gomez) was observed lying 
face down on the east sidewalk of Las Vegas Boulevard north of the Lloyd D. George U.S. 
Courthouse. The videographer was talking in a foreign language as he filmed. 
 
The camera view stayed positioned where Gomez was located, and officers could be seen 
approaching from the south toward Gomez. Other bystanders approached the area near the 
videographer and stepped in front of him. The bystanders could be heard saying, “They shot 
that dude, bro. They just shot him. He’s laying on the fucking ground, bro.” A marked LVMPD 
police vehicle with emergency equipment activated then pulled in front of the videographer and 
blocked Gomez from the camera view.  
 
The video was 27 seconds in duration. 
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XIV. SEARCH WARRANTS 

A search warrant was obtained by Detective Leavitt from Judge Jacqueline Bluth for 
, Las Vegas, NV 89122. The following personnel served the search 

warrant and documented the results:

Force Investigation Team
1) Lieutenant Lloyd
2) Sergeant Iacullo
3) Detective Alsup
4) Detective Colon
5) Detective Leavitt
6) Detective Mendoza
7) Detective Penny

Counter Terrorism Section
1) Sergeant David Milewski, P# 9678 
2) Detective Ameel Jacob, P# 14921 

Digital Investigations Bureau (DIB)
1) Detective Steven Keith, P# 9190

All-Hazard Multi-Agency Operators and Response (ARMOR)
1) Sergeant Brandon Borden, P# 7519
2) Detective Jason Moyer, P# 7905
3) Detective Patrick Halligan, Nevada Department of Public Safety Investigations Division
4) Robert Pendley, Nevada Highway Patrol

Patrol
1) Officer Carlee Lund, P# 16585
2) Officer Parker Smith, P# 16963

SCSA Shandra Lynch, P# 13206, took overall photographs of ,
, and photographed the items in place prior to recovering them. 

The following items were photographed and impounded as part of the search warrant:

1) One white iPhone
2) Two black IP cameras
3) One SanDisk 16GB USB
4) One SanDisk 2GB USB
5) One 128GB micro SD card
6) One SanDisk 32GB micro SD card
7) One black tablet
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8) Thirty-six (36) rifle magazines
9) Eleven (11) extended handgun magazines
10) Twenty-one (21) shotgun rounds
11) Twenty (20) .40 caliber rounds
12) Eighty-eight (88) 7.62 rounds

Digital Forensics Warrant

A telephonic search warrant was obtained by Detective Grant Duffin, P# 9792, from Judge 
Jaqueline Bluth for digital storage devices recovered during the service of the search warrant at 

The following items were turned over to the LVMPD Digital Investigations Bureau:

1) One white iPhone
2) Two black IP cameras
3) One SanDisk 16GB USB
4) One SanDisk 2GB USB
5) One 128GB micro SD card
6) One SanDisk 32GB micro SD card
7) One black tablet

Vehicle Warrant

A telephonic search warrant was obtained by Detective Duffin from Judge Eric Goodman for a
red, 2005 Chevrolet Avalanche with vehicle identification number (VIN) 
The vehicle was located at 879 N. Eastern Avenue at the time of service. The following personnel 
served the search warrant and documented the results:

Counter Terrorism Section
1) Sergeant Milewski 
2) Detective Duffin 

Patrol
1) Officer Jose Acala, P# 16219
2) Officer Lorenzo Sampson, P# 16281

Digital Investigations Bureau
1) Tabitha Paine, P# 14793

Crime Scene Investigator
1) Kathryn Kim, P# 14855

The following items were sent for examination to DIB:

1) Gray HTC Smart Phone
2) Black Pruveed Dash Cam
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879 N. Eastern Avenue, Gonzalez & Flores Law Firm

A search warrant was obtained by Detective Duffin from Judge Bluth for video surveillance from 
the Gonzalez & Flores Law firm located at 879 N. Eastern Avenue. The following personnel 
served the search warrant and documented the results:

Force Investigation Team  
1) Captain Splinter
2) Lieutenant Lloyd
3) Sergeant Iacullo
4) Detective Leavitt

Counter Terrorism Section
1) Sergeant Milewski 
2) Detective Michael Brambila, P# 3743
3) Detective Duffin
4) Detective David Kelly, P# 7413

Digital Investigations Bureau (DIB)
1) Detective Gary Gorski, P# 7038

The following items were photographed and impounded as part of the search warrant:

1) Digital Video Surveillance Files

Facebook, Inc.

A search warrant was obtained by Detective Duffin from Judge Bluth for information related to 
the social media account for Jorge Gomez  profile 
https://www.facebook.com/NipSlipper and Instagram username FuckNormal 
profile https://www.instagram.com/ironchefbignutsack. The following personnel served the 
search warrant and documented the results:

Counter Terrorism Section
1) Sergeant Milewski 
2) Detective Duffin 
3) Detective David Kelly, P# 7413

XV. AUTOPSY 

On June 3, 2020, at approximately 0955 hours, under CCOCME case 20-3023, an autopsy was 
performed on the body of Jorge Gomez at the CCOCME by Doctor Jennifer Corneal.  

The following persons were in attendance:
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1) Doctor Corneal
2) Forensic Technician Suzanne Miele
3) Forensic Technician Ricky Rosales
4) Detective Penny
5) SCSA Ubbens

The following items of evidence were impounded:

1) One buccal swab kit from the mouth of Jorge Gomez
2) One pair Hanes brand boxer briefs
3) One pair denim Lee brand jeans
4) One black concealed carry undershirt
5) One black belt keeper
6) One pair white earbuds
7) One USB-Apple cord
8) One black face mask
9) Multiple metal fragments labeled “Frags From Head”
10) One bullet labeled “Lumbar Spine”
11) One bullet labeled “Right Chest Wall”
12) One metal fragment

The following wounds/injuries were noted on Gomez:

1) Penetrating gunshot wound of head
2) Perforating gunshot wound of nose
3) Penetrating gunshot wound of left flank
4) Penetrating gunshot wound of left hip
5) Penetrating gunshot wound of back
6) Penetrating gunshot wound of right side
7) Penetrating gunshot wound of left hand
8) Perforating gunshot wound of left thigh

Upon the completion of toxicology testing, the following results were noted:

On September 30, 2020, the CCOCME provided FIT with completed reports reference their 
investigation of the death of Jorge Antonio Gomez. After a thorough review of facts and 
circumstances and a complete autopsy, Doctor Corneal opined Gomez died as a result of multiple 
gunshot wounds. The manner of death was homicide.
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XVI. FORENSICS REQUESTS/RESULTS

Firearm Examinations

National Integrated Ballistic Information Network (NIBIN)

On June 30, 2020, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by Detective Leavitt
on the Glock model 23, serial number Glock model 19, serial number and 
Glock model 17, serial number for NIBIN comparison. 

On August 19, 2020, Forensic Scientist Roy WIlcox, P# 15651, submitted the Report of 
Examination: Firearms. Refer to Appendix G for results.  

Function Testing and Ballistic Comparison Evidence

On June 30, 2020, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by Detective Leavitt
on subject officers’ firearms for function tests and ballistic comparison evidence. 

On August 19, 2020, Forensic Scientist Wilcox submitted the Report of Examination: Firearms. 
Refer to Appendix G for results.  

Biology/DNA Examination

On June 30, 2020, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by Detective Leavitt
for biology/DNA analysis. 

On August 25, 2020, Forensic Scientist Kimberly D. Dannenberger, P# 13772, submitted the 
Report of Examination: Biology/DNA Forensic Casework. Refer to Appendix H for results. 

On August 25, 2020, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by Detective 
Leavitt for additional biology/DNA analysis. 

On September 22, 2020, Forensic Scientist Dannenberger submitted the Report of Examination: 
Biology/DNA Forensic Casework. Refer to Appendix I for results.   
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